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Progressive Conservative incumbent 
Don Munro topped the polls in 
Esquimau Saanich, polling 24,959 
votes. New Democrat Bob Cameron 
took 19,115, Liberal Gerry Kristianson, 
10,048; Independent Philip Ney, 781; 
Rhino candidate Robert Maddocks, 
'551.
Munro’s margin was cut from 13,900 
to less than 6,000. Cameron increased 
the NDP’s share of the popular vote 
from 28.9 to 34.4. Although Kristianson 
trailed third with 18.1 per cent, the
Tory MP Don Munro ernbraces campaign worker
Ney campaigned on the need to 
restore sanctity and value to life by 
opposing abortions and euthanasia and 
predicted Monday a return to spiritual 
and moral values would become a major 
issue within three or four years.
Returning officer Malcolm Anderson 
said the turnout was up nearly 1,0(X) 
from last May’s vote, with 55,454 
people turning oiit to the polls.
By PAT MURPHY 
The excitement, hilarity and un­
dercurrent of anticipation usually found 
in a winner’s camp were notably absent 
Monday night in the North Quadra 
Street campaign headquarters of suc­
cessful Conservative candidate Donald 
Munro.
His victory in Esquimalt-Saanich was 
undeniably tempered by the across- 
Canada Liberal sweep but, even when 
the election was conceded at about 8:50 
p.m., there were only a few shouts as 
supporters crowded around Mr. and 
Mrs. Munro to congratulate them.
There'were not more than 50 people, 
including campaign workers, in the 
headquarters until long after the win 
had been announced. Jubilant Con­
servatives started to arrive later. 
“Naturally I’m happy that we won , 
again in this constituency but 1 must say ' 
1 feel sad about the country as a whole,’’ 
Munro said.
“I will do what 1 can, of course, to 
mitigate the disaster but I am terribly 
uneasy about the country as a whole. It 
is polarized as it has never been before^ 
linguistically and geographicaJly;;v^d: 
the men who brought this about are still 
in power. I’m really worried about .the 
future.”
The fact that some 50 per .cent of tfte; 
'^Liberal majority came ' Tfbm..one:
province distressed Munro. ‘‘It’s just 
too much to have one province so 
dominant.”
It came as a shock to Munro and 
supporters at about 8:30 p.m. when the 
total count for 15 polls showed the NDP 
leading. Munro, who looked tired after 
a strenuous campaign, seemed
downcast as the possibility of an upset 
loomed.
But the gloom lifted 15 minutes later 
when a second computer count of 37 of 
the 253 polling sibdivisions in the riding 
showed the Conservatives gaining on the 
NDP and soon after shouts in the 
telephone room heralded the Munro
wm.
One of the cool people in the room 
was Mrs. Munro who said when she was 
asked how she liked the idea of going 
back to Ottawa to live: “C’est la vie.”
It was the hardest of the three 
campaigns the, Munrbs had conducted, 
she said, and was a little bitter about the 
'fact . that many of Munro’s signs had 
been carried off or destroyed.:
■ ^ Newspiaper photographers^ a^ ;
; bh the scene'after the victory had been 
confirmed but they had; to urge people 
to cluster’ around The oahdidate and 
make happy hoisea in Order to get the 
traditional ‘‘winning ^candidate” pic- 
^tures..
Altogether it was a somhire scene.
k
ByTONYSALOWAY^
Libered candidate ’ Gerry Kristianson ' 
met lots^ of friendly voters in this 
campaign — but they didn’t come acrosa 
with their votes oh election night. . ;
Liberal party workers at the HQ on 
West Saanich Road watched stolidly as 
the TV networks regi.stered 148 seats for 
the Liberals at 8 p.m. — and the same 
amount two hours later.
In Alberta, Saskatchewan and British 
Columbia' the Liberals were shut out —- 
while the NDP chalked up gains in two 
of those provinces. Despite the euphoria 
of the Liberal win nationally it was a 
situation which had Kristianson 
worried.
True, the vote of incumbent Tory 
Donald Munro dipped significantly, but 
the strongest showing at the polls was by 
NDP rival Bob Cameron. Clearly, 
We.stcrn Canada had .become polarised 
between the Tories and the NDP,
' It was this situation — rather than the 
result in .his own riding —- which 
Kristiansbn said concerned him. As a 
fir.st time candidate building on a small 
base vote (15 per cent) last time, he 
hadn’t expected to win.
Kristianson cited two factors as 
contributing to the weak Liberal 
showing.
Iirelcv.'inl out here,” Kristianson said.
< He said he would'-'like. to give .tlic^
J J •« - 4 < n »» i-iV\ ^ ^ n A ;-'.y
JT
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First, the absence of a provincial 
party organisation was a big handicap, 
said Kristianson. As one party worker 
said, the NDP was able to bcncllt from 
its organisation not only during elec­
tions, but between elections.
Gerry Kristianson - upbeat about long term prospects
But just us big a problem, Kristian,son 
said, was a '‘perception” in the west 
that eastern Liberals didn't care about 
them. That, he said, was a question very
much bound up with the Trudeau 
leadership issue,
"Maybe we'll have to lose some 
support in Quebec to become more
ridihg“another shot” next tiihe afbund“
L: but that clearly there’would be a ‘^lot of :
work,to;do.’l' ■: ■
“ ; IL wouM job, with
’ prominent people in the B.G. party siich 
; as Gordon Gibson and Peter Pearse 
sitting down and working but strategy.
Kristianson was upbeat about long 
term prospects once a Liberal leadership 
convention is out of the way — it wasn’t 
so long ago that B.C, elected a strong 
contingent of liberals.
The mood at Liberal HQ seemed on 
the whole to match Kristianson’s tone of 
measured optimism. Certainly no-one 
appeared downcast, though there was 
some tut-tulting at the B.C. results.
And when Liberal leader Trudeau 
came on screen the old-style 
Trudeaumania briefly reared its' head. 
By contrast, the appearance of Joe 
Clark was greeted with cries of 
“tough!” and “too bad”.
But not everybody was ready to put 
down the Tory leader. ‘‘You can’t help 
feeling .sorry for him,” said one cam­
paign workers. “He certainly tried.”
Parly workers --- including 
Kristianson—- were out on the streets 
taking down Liberal signs even before 
the polls had closed, anxious that the 
signs, which co,st 15 dollars each, 
wouldn't just disappear.
It was u .sign that money was tight in 
the Liberal campaign — and an in­
dication that Kristianson was ready to 
recycle them nl a later date.
I'
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Boh Cameron,., ‘not bitter*
Hospital plan
‘ludicrous’
To move obstetric facilities from 
the Saanich Peninsula Hospital to the 
new Helmcken Road Hospital is "just 
bloody silly,” says North Saanich Aid. 
Dr. Dcrmld Bingham.
"It i,s a ludicrous Idea .'. . absolutely 
childi.sh,” he told council Monday 
night, adding that members of the 
Capital Region might just as well 
consider moving the whole Helmcken 
Rond hospital out to the peninsula,
Aid. Jim Cumming moved the 
facilities remain at the local hospital and 
the council agreed unanimously.
Of the 230 births performed at the 
local facility in the last 18 months all 
were successful, he said. He explained 
that to require all deliveries be per­
formed In Victoria would force many 
locaL doctors to leave the area as ob­
stetrics comprises a' large portion of 
their work In family practice.
Cuuiifcil agreed to mci-t with 
rcprcscniniives of the CRD hospital and 
health planning commission for in­
formation, and to make their opinions 
known.
The ministry of labour has decided to 
investigate the charges of unfair labour 
practices Tiled by the Office and 
Technical Employees Union (OTEU) 
against Saanich Peninsula Credit Union.
Union representative Peter Glcmnitz 
said he received confirmation of the 
investigation Monday, and that "a Mr. 
Watts of Victoria has been appointed”.
The charges arise from an incident in 
early January when some of the 17 
employees of the Sidney branch of the 
credit union walked off the job and set 
up a picket line to protest what they 
considered the unfair dismissal of a 
fellow worker.
Glcmnitz added that an employee who 
was on maternity leave was also 
threatened with job loss and the credit 
union later tried to "buy her off" by 
offering her three month.s salary.
However, credit union spokesman 
Hnrry Down denied the charge that the 
employee on maternity leave was 
dismissed or even threatened,
Down said an article in a local paper 
last week which said the employee on
inatcrnityTcnvc wa,s dismissed is“Just 
untrue.” !i
"She has been with us for quite a 
while,” said Down, The woman had 
been told to take as much time ns she 
needed and a Job would be wailing for 
her when she returned, he .said,
Down added he took the paper to task 
for the article, and called it "a complete 
distortion”.
"One employee was dismissed 
because ,shc was just not doing the Job," 
said Down, "We attempted to terminate 
her because of her lack of per- 
fornumce.”
He said about half the emptc)ycc.s 
walked off and set up a picket line 
demanding the credit union reconsider 
—• a demand the credit union afrrecd to. 
The employee war re-hired umj Is 
currently working atain,
Down also said the credit union has 
no “'eclingn oh: the crhploycc')' np- 
plication for ccrtincatlon with OTEU.
"It’s the law of the land,” he said. 
"We have no feeling op the thing . . . 
wp'renehherfornr agninsth."
Ilowcvcr, he confirmed that Sidney 
branch manager Curtis Weeks had been 
transferred to the regional office on 
Quadra Street to alleviate any problems.
A new manager, Doug Gant, has been 
moved In temporarily, said Down.
The OTEU, wlilch handles 32 credit 
unions in the province, did not "go out 
of our way to handbill employees of the 
Sannlcb Peninsula Credit Union," .said 
Glcmnitz,
The OTEU became involved only 
after some employees of the Sidney 
branch got hold of some application 
forms ami sent them to the OTEU's 
Vancouver office.
Glcmnitz also said the only contact 
the union has had with credit union 
mannaement h through n la'vyer. 
"They’re going Out of their way to 
Crcnic problems," said Glcmnitz. "It’s 
only going to cost them money."
He said if the ministry of labour 
invesligailon rtiles In favour of the 
employees, creditation will be "almost 
instantaneous."
By RON NORMA N
ISiuff Wrllerl
Last Thursday us llte federal election 
campaign started to wind down, NDP 
hopeful Bob Cameron admitted he 
would be very disappointed if he 
couldn’t win tlic Esqulmali-.Saanlch 
riding in this, his second bid in less than 
a year.
On the Inst leg of a gruelling cam­
paign, and unsucecssfully fighiing off a 
flu virus Hull lind been with liim since 
the start of the canipnlgn, Cameron 
looked and sinindcd like he should have 
been home in bed,
Insicad, he was out on tlie streets of 
Sidney meeting the electors and handing 
out leiiflcts —• trying hard to win over 
the lough (icnlii.suUi vuie7» with vvhuin 
the NDP Inulillonaily has not had much 
success,’.’
But he wanted victory badly — 
perhaps even more .so this time than last 
May because he knew he had a good 
chance to upset Toty incumbent MP 
Don Munro — with a solid local issue,
an NDF* upswing provlncially, and a 
Conservative downswing both 
provinciaUy and nationally.
By 9 p.m. Monday night, trailing by 
nearly 3,000 votes, Cameron showed 
that disappointment he spoke of early in 
ilio week.
He told a packed room of supporters 
at his campaign headquarters in Royal 
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Hospital issue tackled
The controversial decision to limit obstetrics to the new hospital 
on Helmcken is the subject of a television program March 27 on 
Saanich Cablevision channel 10. Derek James, host of the Close 
Encounter series, will be talking to Dr. Scott Wallace, Saanich 
Peninsula Hospital board chairman Claude Butler, Assistant 
Deputy ~ Health Minister Bob McDermot and others.
The Corporation of the District 
of Central Saanich
P.p. Box26_
Saanichton, B.C. VOS IMO
PUBLIC NOTICE
In order to evenly distribute available water supply for irrigation purposes in 
1980, we require those potential irrigators, who are not prescntljr connected, or 
the irrigators who wish an increased supply’of water, to contact the Central 
Saanich Water Department as soon as possible.
G.L. Rogers
Superintenderit of Public Services.
Continued from Page 1 
Oak, “We’ve lost, but not through lack 
of work.” He said he couldn’t tell them 
why they had lost, but said at least they 
cut the margin of defeat by 10,000 votes.
“That’s a victory, not a loss,” replied 
a jubilant supporter. “Then the victory 
is yours,” said Cameron, trying hard to 
retain his composure.
He thanked workers who put in so 
much time on the campaign and said, 
“It’s another defeat for us here, but a 
victory too. I want you to know I’m very 
proud of you.”
And it was a victory — at least the 
supporters though so. Despite 
Cameron’s personal loss, an air of 
success and even jubilance could be felt 
throughout the headquarters.
Turning to a possible future election, 
Cameron said it appeared Prime 
Minister-elect Trudeau will not have to 
call another election for at least four or 
five years now (a reference to the Liberal 
majority government).
But he added he hopes at that time 
local Liberal voters will “come with us” 
and realize that their party is dead in this 
area.
“We don’t have so far to go next time 
to win,” said Cameron, “whoever 
runs.”
In an interview later, Cameron said, 
“If I were a more bitter man I might 
wonder what a Tory could do wrong 
here. But then I’m not abitter man.”
It was his first display of more than 
just disappointment in the election 
results.
He later said he did not want to knock 
Don Munro, but he thought the Con­
servative party beat him and not Munro.
Supporters appeared to fully expect a 
Cameron victory, but at the same time 
asked each other, “Why do we go 
through this every time? We must .be 
masochists.”
And they didn’t either. When the 
television blackout lifted to reveal a 
Liberal majority with NDP gains, 
Cameron supporters let out whoops of 
joy.
“We’ve got 23 elected without B.C.,” 
shouted one supporter.
Attention then shifted to the B.C. 
results, and Esquimalt-Saanich in 
particular. Early results at the campaign 
headquarters indicated a slim Cameron 
lead —■ something workers both ex­
pected, but didn’t quite trust.
The first shock wave hit the group 
when the CBC television team conceded 
the seat to Munro sometime around 8:45 
p.m. Workers refused to believe it and 
switched back to the CTV coverage, 
commenting it was too early to be 
decided.
Shortly after Cameron arrived to a 
great many cheers from the crowd — 
but he knew he was in trouble.
Less than five minutes later Cameron 
reappeared from the front of the 
headquarters and told a hushed crowd, 
“Should I tell you the news? . . . We’ve 
lost it. We’re 3,000 behind.”
Agitated but trying to remain calm, 
Cameron refused to officially concede 
just then, asking news media to wait just 
a little longer and make sure of the 
results.
In the meantime he turned to a close 
supporter and privately admitted, “Well 
Jack, we whittled ’em down . . . al^out 
10,000.”
Gardener Bob Campbell 
provides expertise in tree 
pruning demonstration 
organized by Sidney-North 
Saanich Garden Club
Saturday and attended 6yv 
some 50 people. A rose ' 
bush pruning demon­




7855 East Saanich Road ' 
SAANICHTON PLAZA
■FAMILY MEALS AT :
FAMILY PRICES'
BREAKFAST-LUNCH-biNNER
Open Mon. Thru Sot. 9 a.m. *6 p.m!
Phone Ahead for Faster Takeout 
,652-3954';}:'
:♦ FAMILY RESTAURANT 
OPEN DAILY 11 AM
FINE CANADIAN ft 
CHINESE FOOD
DINE IN OR TAKE OUT
812 Verdler Ava.






Breakfast, Lunch ft Dinner Dailji 






Chlnaoe F^d ' ,
A» Raasonobla Prices 
Up-Take Our
2470 Beacon Ave. .iS&-iei2'
County ptchen
Brentwood Shopping Plaza
:: ;"Homestyle Cooking and Baking 
: at Old Fashioned .Prices":
v';;} ;■ bPEH!;, b»YS''s;HEEiiv}.:f 
^ Ued'niaed, 4-}
6S2-1192
Deep Cove Chalet 
Terrace Garden
Dining Lounge









riOPEhi fromS p}m; daily';': E
4 (CLCKEDTUES.
' I (Formerly Truman’s Steak House):
; 12558 Bevah Ave., Sidney 
Reservations 656-4640
i hoti sidn^}'Fbbt'of'BeacoiiJAve"
OCEAN VIEW ’ I'
Try our famous salad bar}}} 
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9776 - 4^1 St. . Sidney
: : Behind the Post Otlice:;,
— SPECIALIZING IN -4-
BreakfasMunch-dinner 
Open Dolly 7;30 AM •7:.')0 PM 
; Closed Sunday : 




The Finest in 
Family Dining 
Open 7 a.m.-MiilniRht 
6S6-1176
Spaclallting In Chinese 
M Canadian Food
OPEN: MON.-THURS. 4* • MIDNIGHT 
nil.-SaL :;4". 1* i.m. 
SUNDAY ::4"-S’* p.ni.
Delivery with minimum order
J493 Beacon Ave. 656*3944
HAMBURGERS - FISH ft CHIPS 
- ICECREAM 
Eat • Phone in ■ Take out
lit the X-Road Mt. Newton 
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Open Dolly Si30 o.m. to 4:00 p,in.
6S6-2398
MI4>4|litl.. klnay 




Tues. Thru let. I lilO • liSO neon 
4iS0.7i)Op,m. 




et's getting dose to renewal time for Autoplan iiisiirance. The deadlme 
is ]Fdbruary 29th for the majority of B.C. motorists,
Although rates are up by 10% because of increased costs, individual premiums may
’■CHAINGEDT
leoyKiMGES?
ARDMORE GOLF COIJRBR, 930 Ardmore Dr. & West Siionlcli Road, Sidney 
A cozy 9-liolcr, ideal for families, Beautiful scenery and special twilight raic.s for 9-holc 
game, Clubs and cart rentals — picnic and barbecue facilities — swimming beach. Phone
»REN rWCKID INN. 7172 Bnintwood Drive, llrentwood. 652-1413.
8ALMON IlSIllNG. Iloat Renfal.biideil Fishing Trips (all inclusive)
Family fishing In the protected Saanich Inlet, Brentwood Boat Rentals (1971) Ltd. at the 
Ferry Dock, Brentwood Bay. Phone6S2-10I4,
HOTEL SIDNEY, 2537 Beacon Ave., Sidney. 636-1311
Tuesday night. Pure Country featuring Rob llotUs with Norm Wlnqulst and Ralph 
Nleforth Inthel oungcS- lap.m. WeiSnetday night, 8 - 12 p.m. IsTalent Night In the Pub.
THE PRAIRIE INN, comer Mt. Newton .X Roads arid East Saanich Rd. 06*1575
llatligaivunoji, Darts Of roo! ‘■'\V ■ - ' 4
SIDNEY TlUVELODGE, 2280 Beacon Avt., Sidney. 06-1176 ,
Foiit-lei Place every Friday and Saturday night 9 - 2 a.m,, dance to the music of the 50’s 
fcaiutiui in the Lounge, Richard King, Ouitar/Vocallst, 8:00 p.m. to Midnight,
everyone and some new options you should consider for your
personal protection when you renew ^
l. INCREASED before they became eligible for a cover accidents where the insurance in The first step will be taken to-, 
LIABILITY Safe Driving Vehicle Discount. of the driver at fault is not suf- wards removing geographical ,
COVERAGE Now, the discount can be applied ficient to cover claims for bodily location ns a rating factor. As a \
Like everything else the cost of , without the waiting period and injury and death. If you arc rcsult/premiums will increase
settling bodily injury claims con- based on the owner's previous the victim of an accident, and you in some territories and decrease v
tinucs torise So foryour claim record. A onc-ycar claim- carry this option you are pro-^^ ^ ^ in others. 4^ ^
m-eatcr nrotcction we have in- free record earns a 15% discount; tcctcd to the limit of your own b TIic Safe Driving Incentive Grant
creased the comnlilsorv Third Party Liability coverage. will he discontinued because
tnininnim fnrThirdlMitv l iahilitv qualifies for 32'/4%. This chaiigc the young, single, male drivers
nsumnee nr principally benefits people buy- 2. SUPPLEMENTARY NO-FAULT who received this grant will
ing an additional vehicle and new ACCIDENTBENEFITS benefit more from the new lower
mrunrisrs who cniTv more rcsklcnts to thc province. ^ If you fccl the Current disability and premiums
fbon incf flu. minimmYi rnvnrrtwr. ramiriiiiMiMr-”’"—— dcuth hcncfits offcicd undcT M All additional premium is no
flu.rc will no I'xir i roKi ^ ' WHifIfflfWB INVERSE tlu\ N(>Fault Accldcnt Benefits ^ longer required for on nccnsional
, ■' IIABILITY ■ schedule .arc hisufficicnt operator under 25 years of age. -
2 nJCREA^yED NO-FAULT SmiMMiMMiMi COVERAGE cover your needs, this option allows
ArCIDENT BENEFrrS ’ US. states and Canadian you to buy a higher level of If you h.avc any questions, consult
R(iognizingthehigherco8tof provinces, your right to recover hcncfits for an additional premium, your in^endentAut^an agent, '
livinR a number of no.lni,It flccidm ; oryourMotorLianccOffiM.BcMirc
hcncfits arc beimr increased througli the courts is legally mmmmMmBmmmm to pick up your Motonst lOt when
. Weoklybencfits increased toSlOO prohibited when a resident of that ^>|■’pl»";80 renewing your insurance. It contains
fromS75 state or province is at fault in jjliMWinilll will also intro- a handy pocket to protect your m-
. Dependentbenttitsincrea,sed to »oeident.This new Autoplan ft “/? I ™T.“T'' Jocumeno.,
S25 from S15 a week. feature, which is included as j|j|0[Ej3|OH| the FA.I.R. useful information If you have
m Pimcrnl cicnciiscR incrcnRcil to of your basic coverage at no WMliiBffliMii program, an accident and details of Autoplan
SI (XX) from $750. cost to you, provitlcs for Tlic premium you pay may he insurance for 1980.
' \ paymcrit of your collision damage by one.or more of these
SAFE DRFVING VEHICLE changes: / discuss the new coverages and your
DISCOUNT CHANGE not at fault tor the accident, ii Sex and marital status will he requirements with your agent.
A major change in the discount 1. UNDFJl removed as rating factors. This
; program came into effect last will mean a decrease of about „
September. It waiyes tlie earlier MOTORIST 30% in the average prciniuin paid pP»n INSUltANICE
requirement tliat drivers in COVERAGE by male vehicle owners or T I 1
British Columbia had to be insured For an additional premium you qm principal operators under 30 years
under Autoplan for six months now extend your proieeuon to of age, iLuJ UFliitlH
’ ’ ' ' it
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wavers
on Wain Road Wins
Residents of Deep Cove told North 
Saanich council Monday night they 
object to the opening of the Wain Road 
extension not only because of possible 
damage to parks in the area, bought by 
residents and donated to the 
municipality, but because of a principle.
Peter Tredgett, 10841 Deep Cove, 
asked council to reconsider its decision 
since most people in the area “don’t 
want it’’ and because there are already 
three main arteries available for safety 
access.
He pointed out that the extension, 
which would call for clearing of trees in 
the small park dedicated by residents, 
would be “destroying an area of en­
joyment.’’
Former alderman John Lapham, 540 
Ddwney, raised a principle which he
claimed was at stake.
“Why was the motion passed (to 
extend Wain) while the matter was still 
under active consideration by committee 
which was waiting for a safety and 
engineering study fb be completed?
“lam very puzzled,’’ he said.
“Does this ad hoc motion point to a 
deliberate circumvention of an im­
portant matter. This is very serious and 
could destroy the whole committee 
function.’’
He also accused council of making a 
deliberate 180 degree turn-about from 
its long term standpoint of not 
developing undeveloped roads.
Lapham urged council to reconsider 
the motion and return the matter to 
committee and await the engineering 






North Saanich council 
commended Camille Martin 
Monday night for her work ’’ 
with local teenagers and 
praised the Sidney Teen 
Activity Group for the role 
it plays in the community.'
Council made a motion 
of support for the “lady 
who has been labouring 
hard and long under dif­
ficult circumstances.’’
Aid. Jay Rangel told 
council that STAG provides 
“significant benefits to the 
community in dealing 
positively with many, young 
people.’’











WALLACE DR. & W. SAANICH RD.
We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities
PRICES EFFEaiVE: FEB. 21, 22, 23 & 24, 1980
Adult, j CHutete ’80
on
The Island Furnitue Mart 
store on Beacon Avenue 
was the scene of a break-in 
Sunday night in which a 
number of car stereos and 
speakers valued at more 
than $1,000 were stolen.
A Sidney RCMP 
spokesman said thives 
entered the building by 
drilling a .5 metre by .3 
metre hole in the roof. 
There is no alarm system in 
the£building, he said. The 
case is still under in­
vestigation.
In other Sidney police 
news;
■ ‘A Sidney juvenile boy is 
facing a number of charges 
following a, search of his 
home which turned up six 
marijuana plants and some 
stolen property earlier this 
week.'■ . ■.
•An attempted break-in at 
the Bank of Nova ^ Scotia' 
Saturday night is still under 
police investigation. RCMP 
report a niiie-inch; hole vras
•The Sidney Teen 
Activity Club meeting 
house was broken into 
Sunday and some $25 worth 
of candy bars taken.
•Thieves smashed a 
window in the Brentwood 
Candy Man sometime 
Thursday night and 
grabbed some $50 in candy.
•A car stolen from the 
Prairie Inn Friday night was 
later recovered by Central 
Saanich police on Newman 
Road. Miles said the car 
had stolen plates on it and 
appeared to have been 
driven quite a bit. ;
•Vandalism can be ex­
pensive, as the Brentwood 
Super Mart found out this 
week. Someone threw a 
beer bottle through one of 
the store’s 10-foot by 12- 
foot windows resulting in 
about $700 to $800 damage.
•Butler Brothers reported 
a break-in at their dispatch 
centre in The i gravel pit 
sometime: Sianday night.
accident this week, some 
$400 in damage resulted 
from a two-car collision at 
Blackthorne Place. A car 
driven by Joan Axford was 
involved in the accident 
with another vehicle driven 
by Marlene Collins. Both 
women live in Blackthrone 
Place.




Your Autoplan Renewal costs the same whether 
you deal with us, your local agent, or the Motor 
Vehicle Branch — and we are Open Saturdays. 
Phone for an appointment 
to suit your convenience
on csZ^</. Est.
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rhade in the glass ddoi- Of Only thing niissing was a; 
the bank,^butfthere did not- key. ' - '
td be' any: entry ^ •A CB rUdib valued at ;app(
gained. ^
< In Central Saanich police 
news this week, some 
$5,000 in stolen mer­
chandise was recovered and 
one adult and two juveniles 
from the Brentwood area 
are facing charges.
Police chief Bob Miles 
said the recovery was made 
as a result of information 
from Sidney RCMP, who 
were investigating another 
case. The merchandise 
included stolen motors, 
fishing equipment. CB 
radios, etc.
Miles said the goods were 
taken mainly from the 
Brentwood area over the 
last six to eight months and 
should clean up seven or 
eight offences.





? $ 125 was  frbih a 
Coulter Ave. residence Feb.
12, and is still under police 
investigation.
•Charles Whitehouse of 
East Saanich Road escaped 
injury following a two-car 
accident early this week 
which resulted in some 
$1,000 damage.
Whitehouse was forced off 
the 6400-block West 
Saanich Road by another 
vehicle which failed to 
remain at the scene.
•In the only other serious
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The Capital Region 
Di.sirici transit plan calls for 
120 minute service (a bu.s 
every two liour.s) in the 
North Saaniclt area but 
members of that 
municipality’s'council want 
more information.
Aid. Jay Rangel told 
council Monday night he 
wants a ‘‘more detailed 
plan as to what they’ll do 
for us,"
Council CRD
representative Aid. Harold 
Parrot told council that 
after telling CRD tliat the
municipality wanted to gel
out of the transit plan, tltc 
district had come back with 
more proposals.
“The bottom line here," 
according to Rangel," is 
that we want a decent bus, 
service, let’s make sure 
they can deliver a bus 
service to our satisfaction.
“They have responded 
And wc shouldn’t pull out 
now."
Council decided to 
continue negotiations with 
t’Kl) and seek ^ more 
detailed plaiis outlining the 
service proposed.





















Rigig hero In Sidney you have fully-quallfiwl riMltors...liiHd working fniople who .irc .inxiotij. to sr-rw their 
neighbours .-indfriends, They liave clients looking for good homes, so when you want to ‘iirll your home or proj K'rty, 
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One group of people who must be feeling 
jubilant with the outcome of the federal 
election are workers at Trident Aircraft Ltd. 
whose fight to retain financial backing for the 
company here on the peninsula has finally 
paid off with the establishment of a Liberal 
government again in Ottawa.
Interim financing to get Trident employees 
back on the job and the plant into production 
again will come from the B.C. Development 
Corporation an<f is in anticipation of federal 
loans and guarantees.
For the workers — who have been in- 
defatigueable in their efforts to obtain public 
support for the Trident venture — it’s a 
victory. Their jobs are assured and they have 
a chance to participate in the establishment of 
an aircraft industry here in the west.
Much credit for this must go to defeated 
Liberal candidate Gerry Kristianson, who 
championed the company’s cause and 
managed to extract a commitment for 
financial help from Trudeau.
Kristianson also negotiated with BCDC 
and obtained the corporation’s promise of 
interim financing to get Trident moving again 
while waiting for the Liberal government to 
take up the reins in Ottawa.
Certainly, Trident emerged as the main 
issue in the Esquimalt-Saanich campaign and 
likely was responsible for Tory MP Don 
: Munro’s reduced majority this time around. 
Munro shared his party’s view bn Trident, 
agreeing that the company was not viable 
financially and not entitled, therefore, to 
further federaKunding.
Ironically, despite Kristianson’s stand, 
much of the Trident vote is thought to have 
gone to NDP candidate Bob Cameron who 
also pledged his support to the aircraft 
company.
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new and used 9 sail and Dowser '
10431 Resthaven 
(corner Harbour Rd. & Resthaven)
FULFORD HARBOUR 
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Winter weather has transformed normally quiet running streams on Durrance Road into
picturesque torrents. Tom Cronk Photo
Sunday, Feb.24 
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We are pleased Donald Munro has been re- 
elected to serve us in the Esquimalt-Saanich 
Riding, winning out oyer two very fine 
candidates — Liberal Gerry kristiansbn and 
Nevy Democrat Bob Cameron. c
Munro has done a good job for his con­
stituency and in bur view, deserved another 
term in Ottawa.
The gains by the New Democrats in British 
Columbia — 12 seats compared with eight in 
1979 — without doubt reflects the provincial 
scene and should provide some food for 
thought for the Social Credit government .
BOW
North Saanich council, we are pleased to 
see, has registered its oppositon to the Capital 
Regional District’s plan for amalgamating all 
obstetrics for the region at Helmcken Road 
hospital,
We hope both Central Saanich council and 
Sidney council will also register their ob­
jections. Public opinion SO far is unanimous 
in condemnation of the plan and if we’re 
going to get a reversal of this decision, 
councils on the Saanich Peninsula must act 
now and teir the CRD obstetrics must be 
retained at our local Saanich Peninsula 
■.'.Hospital.^,"''
The local Salt Spring Island newspaper, in its Jan. 9 
issue gives, an account of a couple walking along the 
beach and discovering two cats hung by snares as well as 
a baby racoon hanging suspended in the air with his foot 
crushed in a leg-hold trap. The couple, not having 
witnessed such gruesome sights before, assumed that , 
ssome madnian must be loose on the island. Further 
" investigation revealed, however, that the atrocities were 
/ nothing more than the \york of a registered trapper ■ 
following his usual routine, . i
Most people would react the same way as this couple 
did if they were to see; the agonies suffered by Gahadian ^ 
■vvildlife in the present-day cruel traps used by trappers 
all across. Canada.
Residents of Salt Spring Island were shocked to learn 
,Jthat trapping so close to residential;areas was hot illegal,
J/x Thej'^speiatioh fof' thei,Pr6t^iohi^ of: Fur-Bearing, if 
-Animals has been waging a campaign for some years to, 
have cruel trapping methods baimed in B.C. but, so far, / 
:q‘our pleas have been ignored by the provincial gover-: 
nment. Last July, however, the City of Victoria and the 
District of Saanich both drew up by-laws prohibiting the 
use of cruel traps within those municipalities. Several 
other municipalities in B.C. have done the same;
Salt Spring Island comes under the jurisdiction of the 
Capital Regional District. The CRD also encompasses 
Central and North Saanich, Sidney, Colwood, 
Langford, Sooke, Metchosin, View Royal and the Outer 
Guifislands.
On Dec. 26, 1979, an ad was placed in the Juan de 
Fuca News, asking readers if they were losing chickens 
to coons and mink to “call Bob, licensed B.C. trapper.” 
How many residents of Langford, Colwood and 
Metchosin would be happy to know that leg-hold traps 
and snares were being set close to their homes, children 
and pets? (Keep in mind that there is no humane trap on 
thy market yet). There may be trappers operating in 
other areas of the Capital Regional District as well.
Letters are now being sent to the CRD asking for a 
ban on cruel traps. If farmers arc having problems with 
wildlife, they should contact the Fish and Wildlife 
Branch for the use of live box traps in which the animal 
can be caught and then transported to another area.
If you are living in the regional district and are 
concerned, write e.xpressing your views to the board. 
There are more people against the use of the leg-hold 
trap than there are using it but, unless wcask for a ban, 
it will continue to be used by hobby-trappers in your 
V area., ■ ■. ;
Mn. ValGIsImon, 
Vice-president, 
Association for the Protection of 
Fur-Bearing Animals 
ISOSNewton
this area, and ■with only a few hundred feet preventing 
access. When open, it will allow all essential services, 
ambulance, firemen and police to reach over ICK) homes 
without delay. ; '
• With so much to gain medically, materially and safety 
wise, approximately 200 people will long remember the 
efforts of the council who made this possible.
[Mrs.] Mary Kathleen Ritchie 
10949 Madrona Drive
Rev. Will Dobson 
* 652-3860
Wardens:
A:L. Isaac 652-2138 
A.S. McNeil 652-2651
Haidd reunion
Anglicon Church ol Conoda
PARISH OF 
SOUTH SAANICH
: ' ST. MARY’S
Sunday, Feb. 24 
9:30 a.m. v ; Sunday 
■/'•^'School 
Gommunion 
Wednesday Febi; 27 
10:00 a.m; Cominunion
A very special reunion will get underway in Victoria, / / 
B.C. betwen; JulyUO:&id^ 14; when <officers: and meny 
from ril^CS HAIDA, the Canadian Tribal class 
destroyer'renovmed for its special spirit of comradeship, . 
will get together to commemorate one of Canada’s most 
Successful liavai ventures and remember old comrades.
Appropriately, the Haida was named after the bold 
and seafaring west coast tribe, which at one time was a 
very warlike race. The Haida was at the heart of war­
time naval action and was only taken out of service in 
1963. The ship is now preserved as a museum at 
Toronto’s Ontario Place.
Final details of the July reunion are not yet available. 
but enquiries are welcomed from those who served at 
any time in Haida. Information may be obtained by 
writing HMCS Haida Association (West), P.O. Box 




Sunday, Feb. 24 
8:30 a.ni. Gommuhion 





Rev. Ivan Futter 
652-2812 
Office ^2-4311 







It was good news To read your article, regarding the 
openingof Wain Road.
This is long overdue. It is the only fuJI-width road in
1980 is the 75ih year of incorporation for Cranbrook, 
B.C. In conjunction with the Diamond Jubilee, 
Cranbrook Is holding a "Homecoming" for anyone 
who has lived in Cranbrook anytime over the past 75 
years., y
It will be held Aug, 1, 2 and 3. Many events are 
planned for the weekend including, a Central school 
reunion for staff and students, sports program, street 
dances, senior program and band performances, in­
cluding the well known Tri School Girls Bugle Band,
This will be a good weekend for anyone from 
Cranbrook to return there and renew acquaintances imd 
old friends. For more information write 
"Homecoming, Chamber of Commerce, Box 84, 
Cranbrook, B.C. ’
' ‘Maxine Caldwell











(4) YEARS AGO THIS WEEK:
Front the Feb. 18,1920 issue.
Advertisement*. "Bad blood is apt to be a source of 
many ailments. Use our Sarsaparilla Compound — 
Lesage the druggist."
Mr. tuid Mrs. A. Prince have opened a boarding 
house in the premises once occupied by .Mr. and Mrs. 
Oherke, on Second Sutci, Mr. Prince U a returned 
soldier and is very well-known in Sidney and district.
.50 YEARS AGO THIS WEEK;
From the Feb. 20,193D Usue.
P.A, Thotnlcy 'wrote .s'aying he, di;,agreed v/nh the 
position of Prof. Boving who in a speech the week 
earlier said men; like turnips, should not interbreed, 
Thoincly pointed out that environment —• more than 
genettes — WU.S rcspLiiuible lot ilie uiiictcnccs in ttcoplc.
The annual banquet of the North Saanich Canadian 
Legion was held os a “Welcome Home’’ ceremony for
Col. C.W. Peck after his visit to the Prince of Wales 
dinner in London, given for holders of the Victoria 
Cross. " ■ ■ '
40 YEARS AGO THIS W EEK;
Fronuhe Feb. 21,1940 Ixsue.
War had st.arted overseas and the peninsula was in the 
midst of a federal election called by the governing 
Liberal party.
Alan Chambers was the local Liberal candidate and 
he spoke this week at Fulford Hall — telling voters that 
an accusation from the opposition party was an outright 
lie. The government had been accused of .sending a B.C, 
unit c.vca;, imptopetly’and .inadequately clothed -- 
resulting in a large number of men being too sick to 
board the ships on the cast coast.
30 YEARS AGO THIS WEEK;
Iruin the Feb. iJt, ivOOfisue.
Beri Sansbury, well-known North Saanich ijoultry 
expert, has proven himself an able gardner as well. He 
has already enjoyed this season's poiaures and radishes
grown in the outdoor garden at his residence. Mr. 
Sansbury planted his potatoes last September in'a spot 
comparatively free from surface moi-sture.
20 YEARS AGO THIS WEEK:
From the Feb. 2*1, I960 Issue.
O.E, Goddard was re-elected to a thrcc-tcar term on 





0364 McDonald Park Rd.






U :00 a.m. Worship 
.'■Service" 
7:00 p.m. PraiseiSt Share 
Thursday
7:00 p.m. Bible Study 
"Preaching the Christ- 





Keith Collins, son of Mr. and Mrs, Monty Collins;' 
Fourth Street, wa* awardetf a cheque from Mitchell and 
Anderson Lumber Co, after the boy observed smoke 
e'eming from the ap.'Lrtmtr.t'-above the c;cm'p.Lr.y ntoxe
and then “tore through the village to arouse a 
householder and finally turned in the alarm."
10 YEARS AGO THIS WEEK!
ImuHbi Feb. 26, i97Dimu«. , -
There were IJ nominations for the Sidney Kinsmen 
Club’s “Junior Ciihtcn of the Year" award, with 
- Robert SL.:antIcbury cvcmually nanscU the winner.
tuLiiiiiis'
IheCburch By The Lake
Elk Lake
Community Baptist




, f Cervkc 
Nursery & junior Church 
Minister J.C. A. Barton 
.652-3676'







Pastor Ernie Kratofil 
Phone 477-8478













. Family Saryico ond 
Sunday School ■ : 
■'■'11:6o o.m;;- 
f Ra». »6atvtn H. Adorn*
' OHIea: 652*2713 
M«i«a'4S2*5644. 
.Family Service , 
Sundoy sdibcl . 
SHADY CREEK 
7180 East Saanich Rd.
- 9:45 a.m.
; BIttNTWOOD 
7162 West Soonleh Rd.
; 1.1 :'5 o.m.
Boby Fold Provided
OUR LADY OF THE, 
ASSUMPTION 
7726 W, Saanich Road 
Sunday Masses „ 




10030 Third St., Sidney 
(while Linder construction) 
Saturday Mass only 
' 7 p.m. at St. Paul’s - 
- United Church t 
.2410 Malaview












7:30 p.m. Wednesday 
Prayer
ALL ARE WELCOME 
Pastor H.E. Dawes 
656-6940









































“In essentials - unity; in 
non-essentials • liberty; 
In all things-charity."
’ Rector











DvnitU J, Piiup, Pastor 






1008 W. Saanich Rd. 
Brcnlwond Bay
9:43 ft.m. Sunday School 






9:45 a.m. - Sunday 







TueMltty, Feb. 26 
6:30 p.m. Pioneer 
Girls
.WetiWMiay* Feb. 17




Wednesday, February 20,1980 THE REVIEW Pages
Opinion is unanimous. And 
people are both shocked and 
angry. The decision to remove 
obstetrics from the Saanich 
Peninsula Hospital and establish 
a single unit in the region at the 
new Victoria General Hospital 
on Helmcken Road has been 
condemned by every Review 
reader who participated in our 
Have Your Say poll.
The more than 40 people who 
wrote us (and letters are still 
coming in) expressed anxiety, 
indignation and apprehension at 
the move. Many say the decision 
poses a danger to normal births 
with the increased travel time, 
others lament the loss of the 
Saanich Peninsula Hospital 
obstetric unit in 1982 when the 
new hospital is built, and most 
deplore what will be the loss of 
their own personal physician for 
this “special event” in their 
lives.
The following are excerpts 
from letters received:
It’s my right to be attended
by own , mother says
To the question; Do you approve of 
the decision to put a single obstetric unit 
at the new hospital at Helmcken, C. 
DuTempie, 10650 Madrona Drive, 
replied, “Absolutely not — the idea is 
foolish! The purpose of a hospital is 
“life”, therefore obstetrics at each 
hospital should be a prime concern and 
the necessity should not even be 
questioned.”
H. Anderson, R.N., 17-7675 East 
Saanich Road, writes: “Midwifery will 
return and will be welcome! No doubt 
the decision came from elderly 
bureaucrats, not from the affected 
public.”
It’s too far to have to go, comments 
Mrs. P, South, 2318 Brethour Ave., and 
the opinion of Mrs. J.M. Lovejoy, 1480 
McTavish, is that the decision was 
“quite unnecessary.’’
“ For healthy, normal pregnancies,
what is wrong with our efficient local 
hospital close to home? queries Mrs. 
K.W. Bontpas, 8620 Ebor Terrace, 
while Mr. and Mrs. Peter A.D. Smith, 
2091 Airedaie Place, write: “It may cut 
hospital costs but not for the patients 
who will need bus fare or will be using 
extra gas and extra time. y
Mrs.' Jane . Hughes, 1542 Verting 
Avenue, writes succinctly, “A gover­
nment “production” line as usual, and
an im-
comments Mrs, Mavis A.
? Sather, 8550 East Saanich Radi while 
f ^Gathy ; Cowell; 11197’" Wes;t Saanich 
^ ^^'Roatf ,writes:.‘It sis |unnecessary'ifor > 
every : pregnancy ' to' b^ treated with j 
special obstetrical care. Also,women 
; wanftheirown doctor.” . ‘
Residents want obstetrics to stay at Saanich Peninsula Hospital, Plans are to centralize all births in the capital 
region at new hospital on Helmcken Road in 1982.
On the subject of doctors, Doris 
Anstey, 9659 - 1st Street comments, 
“Another stupid move by our present 
government. We have very capable 
doctors on the peninsula,” and North 
Saanich Mayor Eric Sherwood, 1968 
McTavish, thinks the decision is “a 
repetition of our‘court house caper’.”
Long distances pose potential 
disaster. Dee and Eugene Bailin, 1435 
Lands End Road point out, while Mrs. 
S. Milne, 2357 Malaview, says “Why 
should we travel into Victoria like a load 
of battery hens? Let us have them 
(babies) here!”
Mrs. Elaine Hobday, 7212 Kimpala 
Way, Brentwood Bay, writes: “One 
would lose the right to use one’s own 
general practitioner, not only for 
maternity but for all treatment of very 
youtig children”, and W.D. and D.B. 
MacLeod, 9060 East Saanich Road feel 
‘‘it’s important to be near one’s local 
doctor, especially when there are srhall 
children to be considered. ” i ’; ^
Two people who don’t want their
n»mpc ^ mihlicK'pH " rnTTiTTipnt• Mn
experiencing normal
a es: published v comment: No
hospital is cotnplete without dbstetricslp?'* 
— vve need; it at/Saanich Peninsula; " 
Hospital, ’ ’ and “the Saanich Peninsula 
Hospital has adequate standards;of care
for women 
maternity.”
Some people felt strongly enough to 
write at length. Mrs. Linda Foley, 6275 
Rodolph comments;
“I’d like to know who took it upbn , 
themselves to make this decision on bur 
behalf! Surely it is my right to be able to 
be attended by my own physician and to 
have my children attended by her also.
.“Not only does it happen that the vast 
majority of deliveries are normal but 
many people (such as myselO prefer to 
give birth to a child in the most relaxing 
atmosphere possible. Labor is difficult 
, enough mentally and physically without 
adding any extra stress, like feeling part 
of a three-ring circus.
“I was not aware at any previous time 
that the Helmcken Road hospital wpuld 
interfere in this way and 1 resent it very ' 
much. I .am sure that most high risk ;
/ pregrvancies are suspected prior: Jtb'/ 
delivery and can be sent to specialists at r 
; Helmcken without diverting everyone.” ^ ’ ■
’/“It’s: .crazy writes,; Ioria;’'SpartiiJg,/'-^
*945 Downey; Arid shegoes 6ri: “‘1 think ®'-
just having one hospital handling bb^ 
stetfics is crazy: AlthbughT am jjast mj/ ;; 
baby days I am sure glad that 1 will riot
be faced with such a dilemma.
“I cannot imagine having to go from 
my horrie at Deep Cove to Helmcken in 
labour that has always been short and 
sweet for me.
“This is putting a great danger on an 
unborn baby to say nothing of the stress 
and worry to a mother. It’s like going 
back to olden times when help was rriiles 
away.”, ■ , ;'
Roseraary Brown, 1569 Steliy’s 
Crossroad, has had two babies — one at 
Victoria General and the second at 
Saanich Peninsula Hospital in July, 
1978. She writes:
“My second experience was by far the 
happiest — my prenatal and postnatal 
care more than satisfactory.
“I would be most distressed to have to 
travel in labour at least one half-hour;to 
reach a large hospital for a natural 
experience like childbirth. Too long 
have “experts’’ regarded childbirth in;
/ the same realm as surgery/ ;
“Agreed some pregnancies ^e high 
; risk and deserve all possible precaution 
" ;but;: Saanich' Peninsula has sufficient / 
emergency measures for most birth; 
complications and in the case where it 
; "does not then the half-hour drive/ is 
’'"'necessitated
“For our obstetfic needs we want our 
family doctor in our community, and of 
course doctors cannot be expected to 
attend births at Helmcken. This is a 
ridiculous quandary.
“1 am a local La Leche League leader 
(good mothering through breast­
feeding). I^am in continuous contact 
with expectant mothers with new babies. 
The level of care at Saanich Peninsula is 
always commented upon favourably, 
especially as more and more parents 
choose natural childbirth.
“The small community hospital has 
proved itself to be tops to parents 1 come • 
in contact with. In my case where we 
have a farm it was super for my hu.sband 
and two older children to be able to drop 
in and see me and the baby orily five 
minutes from home. It would have been 
extremely difficult for them to visit u.s at 
;Helmcken.'
/ ;/ * “Several; ladies have just ma:de it to 
/Saanich Peninsula for delivery. * 
“Exclusion at this: hospital would mean // 
more babies borri in cars:, for sure:”/
• Mrs.-Brown concludes, “Lei.us on the. 
peninsulaha^ye/ourbabiesatourwell- 
/; equipped, /successful //community 
hospital “- or maybe/next time I’ll
choose to have my baby at home!”
Mrs. Lorrene Soellner, 1705 John 
Road writes: “The danger to the 
‘normal’ birth will increase substantially 
with the increased travel time, making 
in-transit births without any medical 
help become the majority compared to 
the relatively few ‘problem’ births which 
are now sent into town under carefully 
controlled conditions.
“The cost of fuel prices for tran­
sportation into Victoria for ante-natal 
and post-natal care as well as family 
visits to the hospital need careful 
consideration as our fuel costs rise.
“I cannot see increased care or 
reduction of overall costs when these 
other facts arc taken into con­
sideration.”
Mrs, M. von Kaidenberg, 10375 
Wilson Road, asks: What purpose does 
il serve to ask for public opinion on a 
matter already decided on two years 
ago? Has the public ever had an op­
portunity to speak out on the matter 
before the, decision was made by of­
ficials?
She writes: “Centralizing obstetrics 
might well save money (or not) for the 
provincial health department, but does 
it not mean at the same time additional 
expense in the way of travel costs, time, 
inconvenience for the mother-to-be?
“Having a baby is a very special event 
and many mothers would rather have 
their family physician present than 
become a number in a large institution. 
Gross centralization always shows 
dehumanizing side effects.
“Why not leave it to the discretion of 
a family physician who attends to the 
pregnancy anyway, whether the cir­
cumstances and condition of- a 
pregnancy warrants an early transfer to 
the specialized centre?
“On the level of such domestic 
matters in the life of a community, we as 
citizens should resist the ever-increasing 
trend to be manipulated into collective 
solutions which are ebntrary to our 
personal views and decisions.”
And a Sidney woman writes, “I 
•believe the decision to put a single 
obstetric unit at the new hospital to be 
ridiculous. Yes, there should be a unit at 
one hospital for intensive care when 
needed but normal deliveries should be 
able to be handled at all the hospitals.^
“it certainly would be very difficult 
for a woman to travel to Victoria to see 
a doctor who will only be looking after 
her pregnancy when she already has a 
family doctor in the area here. / /
/ .“If she doesn’t drive she would have 
to make the trip by bus or have to 
depend on a friend for transportation 
/ and we all know what an incbhyehience 
/ that c^ be/ especially if there are pre­
school children who would have to 
travel with her.
/ ‘‘I would hope that /Eury^/ 6 the 
hospitals would take care of a,woman in 
labor if she arrived at the emergency 
/ward and there wasri’t time tdi get to 
: Helmcken Road.’/“/ / /
visitor to Trident examines Trlgull aircraft
Open House at Tri­
dent Aircraft last 
Saturday ivav only one 
means company work­
ers used to bring them 
to the attention of the 
public. Employees 
have conducted an In­
formation campaign 
throughout election 
and now with a change 
of government and 
Liberal hacking, plus 
some help from the 
B.C. Development 
Corporation, Trident 
Is expected to re-ppen 
soon. The company 
shut down a few weeks 
ago when it ran out of 
money and the Tory 
government turned 
down a request for 
federal funding,
liMt m











The Clipper Inn Restaurant 
is nov^ Closed 
for Renovations




It’s official — the 
Peninsula Bantam ‘B’ Rep 
team, Harvey’s Sporting 
Goods Eagles, has finished 
first in their league.
Although final statistics 
are not yet available, the 
Eagles beat out Saanich by 
one point to take the first 
place berth while Oak Bay 
and the Racquet club tied 
for third. Sooke finished in 
fifth with Vic- 
toria/Esquimalt finishing 
last.
The Racquet Club took a 
2-1 victory from the Eagles, 
Feb. 11, led by Danny 















opposed to the host team’s 
five.
SILVEi COil^S
Ron Stein and Steve 
McKenzie scored for the 
Racquet Club while Jeff 
Shaw scored for the Eagles.
The shoe was on the 
other foot, Feb. 15, when 
the local squad met Vic- 
toria/Esquimalt. The 11-1 
Eagles victory is not in­
dicative of the play of the 
Victoria/Esquimalt team, 
whose goaltender made 
some remarkable saves,but 
seemed to lose heart in the 
third period.
Both teams played 
physical hockey during the 
third period of play and 
penalties abounded — 
Peninsula with 13, and 
Vic/Esquimalt with 12. 
Blair Philp drew another 
misconduct during the 
match.
This was the final game 
of league play, and clinched 
the first place berth for the 
local squad.
Jeff Shaw collected 
another hat-trick as the 
Eagles demolished Sooke in 
the first game of the 
playoffs Feb. 17. Sooke was 
held to only nine shots on 
the Eagles goal while the 
local squad bombarded 
Sooke’s Bill Barrow with 
37, and emerged from the 
match with an 8-1 victory.
The best two-of-three 
series against Sooke will 
continue at Panorama Feb. 
23, at 6 p.m.
Tfavelodge defencemen Bruce McKay and Dave Rumple [centre left] team with forward Ken Poskitt [right] to 
break up a Sidney Freight attack after keeper Dave Ingram has given up a long rebound.
Bears tipped champs
By TOM CRONK
Unless the Shelbourne 
Chiefs can, by some 
miracle, manage to upset 
victory over Travelodge this 
week, Travelodge will be 
league champions of the 
Sidney Senior Men’s 
Hockey League.
The league-leading 
Golden Bears maintained 
their slim two-point margin 
over Sidney Freight Feb. 13 
when the traditional rivals 
played to a 3-3 draw. A win 
by Freight would have 
created a tie in the final 
standings, and t»y the goals- 
for-and-against method of 
elimination. Freight would 
have become champions.
Since Travelodge has had 
little trouble with 
Shelbourne '\this season, 
they will doubtless emerge 
. the victors this week,; and 
Freight will finish in second 
. place ! regardless of the 
; outcome of : their - game 
• against Sidney Hotel.
Travelodge goalkeeper 
Dave Ingram played 
superbly during the crucial 
contest, and his efforts 
alone probably made the 
difference between a tie or a 
loss.
Sidney Freight opened 
the scoring in the first 
period on a goal by Gary 
Shumka, and managed to 
blank Travelodge for the 
entire period. Fifty seconds 
into the second period, 
however, Tyler beat Mike 
Pierard and evened the 
score.
Tom Brooks put Freight 
in the lead once again at the 
11-minute mark of the 
second period only to see 
Tweedhope even the score
By TOMCRONK 
District cup playoffs are 
underway in most divisions 
of the Vancouver Island
juvenile soccer association, ' action by Trevor Skakun,
and the majority of the 
peninsula teams remained 
alive following the 
weekend’s games.
The Warriors continued 
their fine play into their 
first playoff match against 
Oak Bay Village Meats in 
division 7 action and 
emerged from the contest 
with a 5-0 shutout victory.
Darren Sam and Glen 
Donnelly scored singles for 
the local squad which was 
sparked by the outstanding 
offensive play of Lance 
Philip, who scored the 
remaining three goals.
Warrior’s goalkeeper.
once again at the six-minute 
mark.
Rob Smith put Freight 
back in control at 12:35 of 
the third period but with a 
sustained drive, Ken Poskitt 
managed to beat Pierard 
for the tying goal at 6:33.
Freight applied 
tremendous pressure during 
the final four minutes of the 
game, and it didn’t help 
Travelodge when Bentham 
drew a holding penalty with 
only two minutes remaining 
in the game.
. It was at this point that 
Ingram proved his worth, 
blocking a barrage of shots. 
The Travelodge defense 
were also tough, clearing 
the puck at every op­
portunity, which con­
tinually forced Freight to 
re-align their power-play 
attack.
In other league action, 
Sidney Hotel handed 
Shelbourne Chiefs an 8-2 
drubbing, Feb. 11. Don 
Sparling and Chris Cheadle 
each scored two goals 
during the contest, and 
Cheadle picked up two 
assists as well.
Brown, Carter, Gowan, 
and McColl scored the 
remainder of the Hotel 
goals, while LaHue and 
Barber • connected from 
Shelbourne.
Following this week’s 
play, the league playoffs 
will commence on Feb. 25
and barring a minor 
miracle, Travelodge will 
face Hotel Sidney in the 
opener. Freight and 
Shelbourne will play on 
Feb. 27 and Travelodge will 
meet Hotel in their second 
of the best-of-three semi­
finals on March 2.
Freight would have no 
problem disposing of 
Shelbourne, but Travelodge 
has experienced difficulty; 
with Hotel during the
season, and actually lost 
one game to them. All 
things being equal, 
however, Travelodge and 
Freight should meet in the 
finals, and that will be one 
series no fan should miss.
Craig White made an ex­
cellent stop on a near, 
breakaway to preserve the 
shutout, and good two-way
Graeme White, and Doug 
Scott rounded out the fine 
team effort which provided* 
the win.
Division 8 Peninsula 
Steelers defeated the 
Gordon Head Cosmos 6-0 
in their first playoff match, 
and did not allow a shot on 
their own goal during the 
entire game.
Aaron Petrie and Dennis 
Cronk were named as 
outstanding players by the 
Steelers’ coaching staff. 
James Redfern scored two 
of the Steeler’s goals, while 
David Doyle, Jason 
Bonneau, Lee Robson and
John Irving scored one 
.each. V'
League play continues in 
Division; 9, and a report 
from' Shark’s coach A1 
Cross, credits Westley 
Nelson, Mike Palamer, 
Jorden Cross, Scott 
Werhun and Allister 
Campbell with their 2-1 
victory over Gordon Head.
Nelson was the leader in 
the game, scoring once and 
feeding excellent passes to 
his wingmen throughout the 
game. Mike Palamer and 
Allister Campbell shared 
the second goal, since they 
applied so much pressure by 
hammering away at the 
ball, that the opposition 
goalie was forced into his 




FOR YOUR 1980 RENEWAL
★ No Long Line-ups
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;
: Jorden Cross narrowly 
missed scoring on; several 
plays and Scott Werhun •- 
was outstanding in goal for- 
the local squad, stopping 
many excellent Gordon . 
Head chances.
In other division 9 play, 
the Panthers and the 
Lansdowne Evening 
Optimist Rangers played to 
a scoreless draw, as did the 
Rowdies and the Juan de 
Fuca Tigers. The Whitecaps 
were defeated by Gordon 
Head Menzies Plumbing, 2- 
0.-. .
Peninsula Cougars lost 3- 
2 at the hands of the 
Cordova Bay Tigers in 
division 4 District Cup play, 
while the Thunderbirds 
were inactive due to a bye in 
the schedule.
Also in district cup play, 
the division 5 Dolphins 
defeated Bays/ynited 
Pemberton’s 2-1, Division 6 
Hornets lost to Duncan 
Wcstcan Raiders 3-0, and 
division 6 Cobras were 
ilinctivc.
Division 7 Eagles blanked 
Gorge Royals 4-0 and the 
division 8 Kickers went two 
goals better with a 6-0 
victory over Juan de Fuca 
Langford Esso. The 
Leopards went down in 
defeat to the Laiisdowne 
Evening Optimist Blues, 3- 
0, and tite game between the 
Rovers and the l ansdowne 
Evening Optimist Cosmos 
was inexplicably cancelled. ’ »
SIDNEY REALTY LTD
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2348 BEACON AVE., SIDNEY
the Safeway parking lot)
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They say long-distance runners are all lungs. But 
veteran Victoria marathoner Al Howie is a bit dif­
ferent — he’s all heart.
On Valentine’s Day Howie started and completed a 
special run for the Heart Foundation fund drive that 
took him from Victoria to Duncan.
But he didn’t take the usual route up the Trans- 
Canada Highway. Instead, he sprinted to Sidney 
where he presented a letter to Mayor Norma Sealey 
from Victoria Mayor Bill Tindall.
From there he headed to Swartz Bay and a ferry to 
Salt Spring’s Fulford Harbour.
He was met by a Rotary Club representative and a 
local marathoner who thought he would run with 
Howie for part of the trip. But that lasted about one 
mile before the 54-year-old local decided to drop from 
Howie’s gruelling pace.
The runner later stopped in Ganges where Howie 
was having lunch and told a local gathering, “You’d 
have to be Jerome Drayton (a famous marathoner) to 
I keep up with him (Howie).’’
From there, Howie ran to Vesuvius and the ferry to 
Crofton. He finally ran into the Duncan municipal 
hall about 4:30 p.m. where he met Mayor Mike 
Coleman and handed him a letter from Tindall.
Howie and Coleman kicked off the heart fund 
campaign with the official hoisting of the Heart Fund 
Oag.
In an interview following the run, Howie said he 
didn’t encounter any problems except for a strong 
headwind at the start of the trip.
However, when he arrived in Sidney, it. didn’t seem 
to have any effect on him — he wasn’t even puffing.
Howie had originally kicked off the heart fund 
campaign with a run earlier in the week from Victoria 
to Courtenay in less than 24 hours.
He said he had planned to do that long run Feb. 14^ 
but thought he would have to work. When he found 
out he didn’t have to work, he decided to go for a 
I shorter run ■— from Victoria to Duncan via Sidney and 
the Islands.
Howie does have a personal interest in the B.C. 
Heart Foundation — he’s become friends with a three- 
year-old Cordova Bay youngster who was saved by the 
heart foundation.
The youngster—- Jaryn Perkins —^ was flown to 
Toronto for open heart surgery — something he could 
not have afforded without help from the heart 
foundaton.
Howie said he had intended.to run for something 
like UNICEF, but changed his mind after meeting 
young Jaryh in early February.
He also urged the public to give generously to the 
heart fund. “It’s like giving to yourself,’’ he said. 
“You win both ways.”
The B.C. Heart Foundation has a goal of $275,000 
on Vancouver Island, and local heart foundation 
organizer May Utting said that 89-cents of every dollar:
goes toward research, education, and -community
service.
J Those ■ interested in helping the heart fund can 
contact Mrs. Utting at 656-4988, or send their 
donation to 1008 Blanshard, Victoria, V8W 2H5.
1 5-PIN NEWS
youF heart
The Saanich Peninsula Minor Lacrosse Association 
plans its spring registration Mtirch 1 and 15 from 12 to 4 
p.m. in the Panorama Leisure Centre.
A local lacrosse spokesman said this year’s theme for 
registration is “Lacrosse your heart”, and he hopes it 
will help boost registration.
Last year registration hit about 120 youths with a 
total of seven teams. The spokesman said that though 
registration has been declining in recent years, he ex­
pects this year to start a reversal.
Any youngster from four to 16 years old can join and 
all games are scheduled for the rec centre on Monday 
and Tuesday nights beginning April 14.
As well, the executive has lined up a tournament, and 
an exchange program with Nanaimo in which the seven 
teams here will travel to Nanaimo for a day of games, 
and then the Nanaimo teams will visit here.
Reason for the “lacrosse your heart” theme, said the 
spokesman, is there is evidence some of today’s children 
are so inactive they are becoming high risk candidates 
for coronary heart disease as young as age sue.
He points out that compared with baseball and soccer 
— two other popular summer sports — lacrosse rates 
the highest in terms of fitness factors, “and can foster a 
strong, healthy heart.”
In addition, registration should be boosted by two 
new rule changes: sticks may no longer contact the body 
in novice and tyke leagues, and contact with the glove is 
not permitted — eliminating slashing.
For more information contact minor lacrosse per­
sonnel at the rec centre registration days — March 1 and 
15.
Recreation goals sought
North Saanich council 
has requested a meeting 
with Sidney to discuss 
recreation goals in the two 
municipedities.
In an outline to North 
Saanich council Monday 
Aid. Edgar Farthing ex- 
plained council should 
“limit municipally sub­
sidised recreation to 
physical recreation” but 
other members of council 
took him to task for what 
Acting-Mayor Alan 
Cornfold described as an 
“unduly restrictive” at­
titude.
“There are many other 
kinds of recreation going on
On Vancouver : 
Island there is a 
new number for 
: quality colour V 
pfintiiig: *
Manning^F^
tourney WO. Box 2608 Sidney, B,C. \^8L ‘iCl
in the recreation centre 
beyond skating and 
swimming,” argued Aid. 
Harold Parrot. “You will 
be cutting off a large 
percentage of our peopIeTf 
you stop there,” he said.
Farthing countered that 
other community activities 
carried on at the centre 
could be self-funded and 
not call for municipal 
backing.
Aid. Jay Rangel claimed, 
“Everybody sympathizes 
with limiting expenditures 
but if we send this 
(suggestion) to Sidney they 
will be just as baffled as I 
.was.”':''",'
Council decided not to 
send Farthing’s memo to 
Sidney but to request a 
meetingWith it instead.
In the Family Twosome 
Tournament held at Miracle 
Lanes Feb. 16 Tim Bewley 
and his father, as well as 
Lisa Sexton and her mother 
were winners in the peewee 
division. Michael Devereux 
and father, and Cathy 
Muckay and her father 
cleaned up in the bantam 
division while Ed 
Dougherty and his father 
took care of the junior 
division along with Kelly 
Bull and her mother.
Darin Gingrich and 
father, along with Bruce 
Rolph and father were 
winners of the senior 
division.
Elsewhere during league 
play. B. Nunn rolled a 758 
triple with a 327 high single 
when the Credit Union 
league met last week. Marg 
Green rolled the next closest 
with a 601 triple and a 233 
single,
In the Tuesday Com- 
mcreial league, Ron Doran 
led the group with a 765 
triple and a nice 331 single. 
He was followed by Sharon 
- Sunsbury’s 811 triple and 
299 single, as well as Connie 
Rust’.s 712 triple and 316 
, single. ,
Ken Soles led the Legion 
League with a 692 triple and 
a 262 single while Ed 
Ostachowicz recorded a 783 
triple with a 320during play 
in the Thursday Com­
mercial league. Doris 
Herriot rolled a 617 with a 




Side Bacon ........... .
Baby Beef Liver.... . . . . .
Homemade Pork Sausages.




Woighl loss In cutting, boning ond trimming will Incrooso tho prico par pound
EMPLOYERS — you can benefit when you open up 
a new job for young people in your Business or 
Farm operation. Provide an opportunity for someone 
to learn worthwhile job skills, and the Province of 
British Columbia will share the cost of wages with you.
There are many young people willing and able to 
become productive members of our province’s work 
force. When they do, it benefits everybody. All they 
need is the opportunity. You can give them that 
opportunity in a job that provides a good training 
experience, and we’ll help you do it. We’ll share the 
cost of wages with you when you hire an eligible 
young person for either a summer or permanent job 
that will allow them to learn as they go and develop 
marketable skills. The system is simple with a 
minimum of paper work.
You can hire the person of your choice or we can
assist you in finding young people whose Interests 
and talents match your job requirements.
Here’s how it works.
It's easy to participate. If your business or farm has 
been in operation for at least one year, the Ministry 
of Labour will help you pay the wages of up to five 
young people. We will pay between $1.40 and $2.50 
per hour as our share of the cost. For those jobs 
that will lead to permanent employment with your 
firm, we will consider funding for up to twelve 
months duration. Jobs may start anytime after April 
1st, 1980, but we suggest that applications be for­
warded early — allowing six weeks for processing. 
How to apply:
Applications for funding are available from any 
Provincial Government Agent, Ministry of Labour 




Cranbrook: 14 - 13th Avenue. South VIC 2V8 426-2283
Kamloops; 546 St. Paul Street V2C 2J9 374-0078
Kelowna: 1449 St. Paul Street V1Y 2E4 763-9241
Nelson: 601 Front Street VIL4B6 352-5378
Penticton: 269 Brunswick Avenue V2A 5P6 492-7247
Vernon: 201 - 2901 - 32 nd Street V1T 5M2 542-1397
LOWER MAINLAND REGION
Abbotsford: 201 - 2630 Bourquin, West V2S 5N7 853-7497
All Other Lower Mainland Areas:
4946 Catiada Way. Burnaby V5G 4T6 291-2901
NORTH REGION
Dawson Creek; 1201 - lOSrd Ave. VIG 4J2 782-5296
Prince George: 1011 - 4lh Avenue V2L 3H9 564-6120
Smlthers; Box 340,3883 ■ 2nd Avenue VOJ 2N0 847-4229
Terrace: 4548 Lakelse Avenue V5G 1P8 635-4997
Wijliams Lake: 307 ■ 35 South 2nd Avenue V2G 3W3 398-8258
VANCOUVER ISLAND REGION
Courtenay; 941 England Avenue V9N 2N7 334-4403
Nanaimo: 238 Franklyn Street V9R 2X4 , . 753-6683
Victoria: 808 Douglas Street V8y 1X4 387-1131
Province of 
British Columbia 
Ministry of Labour 







Y O O R Autoplan insurance coverage should fit your 
needs, your situation. That's why we're offering you a wider choice of low- 
cost insurance options this year than ever before. So don't just renew 
the same coverage automatically Ask your Autoplan agent about useful 
options like these:
E:?>> For $12.00 ybu can now extend your protection to cover tlic situation when the 
person who is at fault does not have enougli insurance to cover your claim 7 
for injury or deadi. If you are tlie victim of such an accident; and you cany this 
optional coverage, your ovihi cfwerage can be applied to bring the total payment to 
'the MgjTcf limit.,' '7"
For reftcrvations; 
6564622
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OFITONAL SUPPLEMENTAJ^
If for any reason you feel diat the current no-fault benefits (mediail, disability 
deadi and funeral benefits) are insufficient to cover your needs, this optiori alli 














This additional insurance covere the cost of a replacement vehicle for your use in 
die event that your own vehicle is in an accident and cannot be driven.
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BO^EIBS BEEF ROAST
or
y (1st, 2nd or corner cuts)
($5.48 kg)
'■' ■'? ■
■:■ y y ■y;
Scotch Buy ?
Frozen. ;2 lb- W g) Bag; m
GiMdrien BiahsScotch Buy ’ Frozen. 2 lb. ■ ' (807 g) Bag
J ■ - Scotch Buy -
Frozen. 2 Ib.y Si^LH 1“
Cut Green Beans 
Sliced Beets
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Scotch ^ . 















(398 ml) Tin ..
ScotchBuy
2 kg Box .
I ScotcA Buy 
Package ol 100 ..lea Bags 
Instant Chocolate Scotch Buy 2 lb.(907 g) Poly Bag ...
ScotchBuy
12BII. oz. (3.63 L) Jog





White, 5 lb, 3> J
Disposable Diapers
Parnper* Box of 12 .... ......
Breakfast Drink 8fl'
Beep. ^ Litre Carton ...... .... ^b» fOf'^^
Vbgurt Shakes 
Raisin Bread
Ice Cream l?r a i-itrc $2,99
Assorted Flavours;........... .Pall
Ice Cream SS,'”





(2.26 kg) Bag Sliced, 16 oz. (454 g) Loaf .
FcICSOl TiSSIlO /C/eenex
2 Ply, Assorted Colours, Box of 200 ..
Corn Flakes $'
Kellogg's. 675 g Box ...............
Cereal C|C|i^
Quick Oats
Quaker. 2.25 kg Bag .......................... ..
HoyelPoechotSelewty 
Taity Nuggati. 10 kg Bag










Ciitlfornin Fancy. Size 115’* (Lareje) oa........
ORANGE JUICE









• • ■ ■ »
B.C. Gem
No.1 Grade—10 Ib.Ceili 
Bag (4.54 Kg) • too
18 Litre Bag ea. ....... *............... ... 6" (15 cm) Australian ....................................................on.'
Qoldon Dollcloun. B.C. 
or Washington Grown, 
pwtrn Pmney. Madliim, Slza 13fi'« (65(11 kg) ..
3 RQF GARDEN SEEDS
%iPlb. tyPiyF Onderwater. Assorted Flowers 8( Vegetables. PkoTUT for
’■y'yiv ■ y. '
S,yyy v".'















Cottage Rolls ($4.16 k„)
[ Maple Leaf Cry-O-Vac Halves  ...
„ .... :
Side Bacon
Sliced. Fletchers 500 g. pkg... .....
.......... .lb.
Sliced. Safeway 16 oz; package 











Mock Chicken uaf. suced.
Safeway 16 oz. pkg. or Fletchers 500 g package, pkg.
Fletchers.
Breakfast or Pork Frozen 375 g package------ ------  pgki
New Zealand. Frozen. Whole or Butt Portion ($4.16 kg). Ib.l
Lamb Roast
Economy, Frozen 1 lb. pkg ....
$129
($2.84 kg)
Shoulder. New Zealand Frozen. ........ • Ih
fish Cakes 79'
Bulk, Frozen. ($1.74 kg) \h.M 10 lb. ($4.53 kg)
A
. r‘ ‘ ^ . I
'w>'
Town House 
; 48 fk oz.










12 lb. (5.41 kg) li
($5:48kg)
I
Instant Instant Coffee Maxwell House.10 oz. (2B4 g) Jar. Aunt Jemima. Regular or Dunermilk, 1.75 kg Bag
TaitaTalli 
1411. oi.lln 29*^ Gounnet Teas,rp.xr:
Mott's.
48II. oz. (1.36 Litra) TinClamato Juice 
Flaked White Tuna
B or Cookie Jar, Minimuin 900 g Bag ...........
Clovetleal. 
6.5 oz.
(IBS g) Tin !1.65 Laundry Detergent Sunlight.2.4 kg Bok ...
!6.69 Pancake Mix 
*1.09 Pancake Syri 
*2.49 Harvest Crunch Bar 
*3.49 Peas & Carrots
Aunt Jemima. Regular 




ScotcA Buy. Frozen 






16 lb. (7.25 kg) lb. ($2.82 kg)
fl 0 ® ® ® ® @ 
Conditioner
® pg or Condition II
® IS - Clairol. Assorted.
® 450 mL Container. .........
® ® ® ® ® ® ® ®
Deodorant
® ® @ ® m ® ® ® 0' ® ®;® 0 0
■: aA'XW.'z.* c-.v*
Ultra San Roll on 
50 mL Container or /I Q 
150 mL Spray. i nrSJ




Package of 180 .......
Stay free 
Box of 30 .........
Lotion
Head 8f Shoiiltlers 
450 mL Container ..... . ..
Johnson's 
Assorted, Package 
of 50 yards (45 meters)....
$
Asst'd Solid 
Colours or Variagated. 




Assorted Styles and Sizes. 











10 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Prices Effective February 18-24,1980
10 In Your
AvniiBblo from Snlowny. koclok, 
Agfn or Fuji colourod nogalivos 
(slides not Included). All roprinis In
buiduilubii iiiiiUu {iiibh........... .cn.
G.E. Shadow Ban. 
40/60/100 W^^^^ 
Package of 2 ............
0 0000 0 0 © 0 0 » ®
We rosorvo
Suro vision.
4 litre jug ......
i 0 0 0 #'0/0
Skieessesee* 
0 0 0 0 0 0 :0 0
Friendly
Sidney Safeway Store
:C A IVI:A O A - S A F e :w A Y\ C1 ,!VT
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Challenge of
COMMENCING SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 23rd
UP TO OFF0 Selected Stoves
Prime Time - The 
Challenge of a Women’s 
Middle Years is a university
extension course which 
includes speakers, films,
change and challenge that 
middle years present.
Drs. Beryl and Noam 
Chernick, physicians from 
London, Ont. will be guest
smalllroup dUcussions”and
workshops and explores the
FISHER - FINDLAY and LAKEWOOD STOVES
concerns special needs and 
strengths of mid-years 
women with an emphasis on 
the unique potentieil of
To register, phone the 
university extension 
division at 477-6911, local 
4803. Fee is $30. For more 












WOOD HEAT SPECSAUSTS SERVING THE PENINSULA




® Preparing a WiH ■ iar. 4
®Juveniles in trouble 
with the Law - t^ar. 17
Each Course 7:30-9:30 p.m.
Presented by: People's Law School 
and the Regional Library
Phone 652-2013 for information
liiiiisitiliiiiiiiisiiii
111'..,. ■ .'.n. 'i '.u,V.,Ylii'i','«'U't .< li I ' 'lit JA J
'’iSHWOtt
'/'M'f ,, ' I .'.'.ivV, .4' 4’, ' j a!!''
iltl'L'i Wil'i(YlAS'.A'WiV It*''
utonly the name is lirst to be installed here by a 
new. Our management private c’ompany.The same 
Land staff offer you a ' dedication to quality is re- 
1 combined total of 175 fleeted over the entire range of 
“years of experience in our facilities, fi’om high-speed 
all phases of printing one-colour preiiscs to folding
and production. equipment.
This expertise is mar- We would welcome
ried to llie most complete and the opporh inity of putting our 
sophisticated typesetting iidvanccd equipment and Ira-
equipmenE presses ditional craftsman-
and pro- ^ ^ ^ i J»T ,01 1,1. ‘diip to work for you
duction fiSE ...on brochures,
facilities onletters,'guides and 
Vancouver ^' pamphlets for the "
Island. Our ' liospilality industry...
Komori four- It I-. vClhu,iu,.,i academic reports and 
colour press publications,..bro-
is llie first and only press with chuitti and annual repuiis for 
four-colour capability on the business and industry.„ tl ic
Island.Our Unotron 202 compiclerangcofgovern-
Digilal CRTTypcsellei is the incnUil publicalioiib,..books,
biisincEss forms and office 
stationery,..postersand high 
quality art reproductions.,, 
everything from matches to 
menus for hotels, motels and 
restaiiranls,
Call us, There's no cost 
for tuiolcB or consulta lions. 
And you’ll like our prices.
no. Box 2070, 
Sidney, B.C. VaL3S5 
Tclcpliuac. 636-017I
-




Jack Weasel [Alan Dunn and Jen Weasel [Maureen Cusack] discuss 
how they could train Portly Otter as a servant during performance of 
Wind in the Willows by Peninsula Players at Brentwood elementary 
school Saturday. Cast plays at Sidney elementary Friday at 7:39p.m. 
and2 p.m. matinee Saturday and Sunday.
" ’ . : FEB.21-29 :
USED ORGANS p '
a^Conn Prelude >^14?5«
WHcimrriond 1-100 ^ 1^5«
Tilr Electron
^ thomas Monticello ^ 3995.
Also [one only]
■ ; I f^'Dorfiitiion ■
' ^4:i:U Fiono [used] ^1195*






7174A West Saanich Rd. Brentwood Bay
652-4512
BI@m£S
Special - One Week Only!
»130oo
too
3 ONLY 19" Boy's
RALEIGH TRIUMPH c
1 0-$PEED Keg. $144,95 Sale
2 ONLY 21" Men's 
RALEIGH RAMPAR 
10-SPEED lU'R. $151.95 Sale
2 ONLY
BRC BOY'S




2480 Beacon Ave. 656-1512
Sidney volunteer .
firefighters responded . to 
420 ambulance calls and 67 
fire alarms in 1979, fire 
vvarden committee
chairman Ben Ethier said 
■'FridayiAV;:\:
Praising the “dedicated 
and proud men vyho make '- 
up this group” .Etpier said 
yoluhteerSCalso - answered 
many other calls during the 
year which did not require a 
fire truck yet needed the" 
help of firefighters.
Biggest fire they coped , 
with last year was the blaze 
at Anacortes ferry dock 
April 8 when the fire which 
started under the dock 
became impregnated with a 
chemical and caused some 
$75,000 damage before it 
was finally brought under 
control.
The total experience of 
volunteer firefighters equal 
383 years and one member, 
Fred Musclow, who joined 
the force in 1934 remains 
active to this date, Ethier 
said.
As well as responding to 
(ire and ambulance calls 24 
hours each day, volunteers 
also inspect, buildings — 
schools, apartment blocks, 
public buildings — and 
recommend safety 
upgrading where needed; 
give demonstrations, fire 
prevention talks, welcome 
visits by youngsters and 
adults to the firchall and 
participate annually in a 
drive for funds to aid 
victims of muscular 
dystrophy.
Working as a volunteer 
unit, the men save Sidney 
taxpayers approximtucly 
$200,000 annually, Ethier 
;4aid,', ,
In recognition of their 
comributlon to the com­
munity, Sidney council Is ^ 
hosting a dinner Feb. 29 to 
the men and their wives.
WEi
(,Uno/(,i thru your waiKi 
, , Powof KtiHi It rtil'OOdr UKvo
Powrif, vytiiQhl Uolivinij nt.imiy iorj'\, ol
to rrmko
noorihuUR (Bill
t'ornept^wto lo Urn wUijoIl 
Awnil.iblt, with IC, IB, 115 
.iiul U) lu» onuHui, iinU iifi lo UV' KiiiitvBiino r.ioiuoncn 
nanuiiit. 4' jim,) i.' ntowtiri.. 
i»"r>iciw. a:>"tiii(jr, bk" unci 
BIV %n(v/,t,lowrt>f.. B' tloyor, 
'li'lon loudof. 6' l,«oKtU',M.
li.Sj .t'lBt, I (.llii', iiiliu.li




"Serving the Peninsula for 5(1 years" 
2046 KEATING XROAIY 652«I437
Wtniiwi






Nearly a year after fleeing their home in North 
Vietnam and spending two months in a tiny boat adrift 
in the South China Sea, the latest locally-sponsored 
refugee family is finally ready to begin a new life.
The Du (pronounced “Yeow”) family arrived in 
Sidney Feb. 5 from a holding centre in Edmonton 
where they underwent health examinations and im­
migration procedures.
The family, which includes husband Du (the family 
or last name is written first) Chi Kiet, his wife Phu Yen 
Quang, and their 13-month-old son Du Xan Vy — are 
sponsored by members of the Seventh Day Adventist 
Church on Resthaven Drive.
In an interview conducted with the help, of friend 
and interpreter Patrick Chew, the family explained 
why they desperately wanted to escape Vietnam.
Du and his wife — both 25 years old — were born in 
Hai Phong of Chinese parents. Under the new 
government, Chinese in Vietnam are discriminated 
against, Du said..
Chinese are not allowed access to education and 
those with established businesses are given a very 
rough time, he said.
“It is a slow process of starvation,” Du said 
through the interpreter.
His parents own a family noodle business in Hai 
Phong at which he, his two brothers, and two sisters 
all worked. Hov/ever, once the government started its 
program of discrimination all the children decided to 
leave the country.
Each left on different boats Du said, so that in the 
event of a disaster, the family name would not be 
, wiped out. Du, his wife, and son were the last to leave. 
Other than his parents -r- who remained behind in 
Hai Phong because they were too old to travel — and a 
brother in a refugee camp in Hong Kong currently 
awaiting sponsorship, Du does not know the 
whereabouts of his family.
He, his wife, and son started their own journey Feb. 
22, 1979, when they bought into an old “junk”. He 
paid a total of $1,000 (Vietnamese) — the per capita 
annual income is only $400 (Vietnamese) — for three 
spots on a ship with only a sail and measuring four 
metres wide by lO-metres long.
They also had to share the tiny ship with 140 other 
refugees. The boat was under the direction of two 
. families who apparently knew navigation, Du said.
Trespasser rapped
Chinese family fled home in North Vietnam and was adrift for two months in tiny boat on 
China seas before finding haven in Sidney.
With that many people crammed into such a tiny 
ship, stretching was difficult and walking impossible. 
Du’s son was only one month old when they started 
the trip, but he wasn’t the only baby on board — there 
were five others, Du said.
The only clothes they brought with them were two 
sets for his wife, some baby clothes, and the clothes he 
was wearing Du said. ,
However, they made sure they brought plenty of 
food — or so they thought. But the food ran out after 
only one week and the family subsisted on cooked rice 
for the remaining seven weeks .
Du and his, wife remember the boat trip with par­
ticular vividness. They had drinking water, but were 
unable to bathe for two months. When it rained, they 
simply let the sun dry them afterwards. There was no 
shelter.
Storms were especially bad during the trip and 
several times the Dus feared the boat would capsize.
Once, the steering gear broke and the refugees were 
forced to tie a rope around one of the men’s waist and 
. lower him into the water to repair it.
The boat finally swept into Macau harbour after 
two long months at sea, where it picked up 50 ad­
ditional refugees whose boat sank in the harbour 
before it could dock.
The Portuguese police greeted the boat before it 
could land and escorted the refugees to-a camp.
There the Dus .stayed for iO months along with
1,600 other refugees awaiting sponsorship. The Macau 
government gave the refugees a certain amount of 
money each day for food, and housed them in dor- 
matories holding up to 200 people.
They were finally airlifted to Canada under 
sponsorship of the local church.
Church spokeswoman Joyce Schafer said Du Chi 
Kiet is presently enrolled in an English course for 
immigrants at Camosun College and church members 
are working hard to find him a job.
Schafer said she has no doubts the family will adjust 
very quickly to the lifestyle in Sidney.
She also outlined the procedure the group went 
through to sponsor the family — in the event other 
groups are interested in sponsoring refugees.
Schafer said the idea came up last summer when it 
was mentioned that some members might sponsor a 
family. Then in the ftill, an announcement was made 
at church aboutpossible sponsors and funding.
Interested church members contacted the im­
migration department who in turn informed them that 
sponsorship requires about $1,200 per refugee for one 
year. , ■
Sponsors must also be prepared to provide adequate 
clothing, food, and lodging for the refugees for one 
year and help them orient to the new lifestyle and seek 
employment. ;
Anyone interested ip sponsoring Vietnamese 
refugees should contact the immigration department.
“It is in very poor taste to 
criticize people who are out 
working for the common 
good,” says North Saanich 
Aid. Jim Cumming in 
defense of municipal work 
crews which trespassed, 
removed trees and burned 
vegetation on the property 
of Hugh A. Noakes, 10912 
Madrona.
In a letter.to council from 
his lawyers, Noakes, 
himself a land surveyor, 
explained there is a survey 
pin at the angle of the road 
which the machine operator 
must have had to excavate 
all round.
George McKimm, 
Noakes’ lawyer, pointed 
out the operator must have 
known he was trespassing 
on private property “in 
what begins to look like an 
almost wanton disregard 
for the rights of the citizens 
of the municipality.
The municipality was 
attempting the straighten 
the road at Noakes property 
to improve visibility for 
motorists, but McKimm 
claimed in his letter that the 
work will only md drivers 
who wish to speed.
But Aid. Jay Rangel said, 
“It’s much ado about 
nothing.”
Cumming argued the 
public works crew aren’t 
supposed to know that a pin 
denotes property line. The 
letter was referred to 
committee.
An Invitation is extended to Artists and 
from the
fientreof
to submit slides and/or samples of their work: :: 
for possible exhibition and sale on consignmmt.:
Opening fVtarch Ist, 1980
t :P.O; Box 2609 : 2447 Beacqn/^eA^^^^







Pamela Simpson, a 17- 
year-old Grade 12 student 
at Parkland secondary 
school, was one of two 
runners-up in the annual 
Miss Teen Victoria contest 
last week at the Empress 
Hotel.
Simpson was one of the 
10 finalists in a competition 
which drew a record 55 
entries. The crown was won 
by Connie Pruim, a 17- 
year-old Esquimau high 
school student, who now 
advances to the Miss Teen 





toastmisiress club contest 
hosted by Discovery 
Toastmisiress Club takes 
place at 8 p.m.. Feb. 28 at 
7184 East Saanich Rond. 
It’s an opportune time for 
people to witness the 
benefits of toastmistress 
training in speeclt con­
struction, a club spokesman 




ST. MARY’S CHURCH HALL
^v,cXJLTRA'’AVE.:-^;SAANlCHTON
Children ages 3 to 11 years may be Registered, Please Bring Them.
Phone 652-4311 mornings Mon. to Fri. for further information.
A A/...
STORE HOURS:
DAiLY 8:30 - 6:00 
THURS., FRI. 8:30 - 9:00 
SUNDAY 10:00 - 5:30
Hostib of SUPER savingg I
EFFECTIVE WEDNESDAY,^^^^^ Sidney
THURSDAY, FRIDAY Acfoss from Sidney Hotel
& SATURDAY WE HAVE BEEN SERVING THE PEHINSULA FOR 15 YEARS
@iirti ’80




WHY STAND IN LINE?
AVOID THE LAST MINUTE RUSH.
COMB IN NOW TO
Seaboard Properties Ltd








CUT FROM BOTTOM ROUND OR RUMP STIAlikS
CANADA GR. “A” 













2 ™gs’I DRUMSTICKS LB.'
SPECIAL EXTENDED HOURS:
8:30 a.m. to 9:00 p.m. 
9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m
1 CORNED BEEF HEINZ KETCHUP LIQUID DETERG^E^
1 ARMOUR $149
1 I2 0Z. j
SUNLIGHT $ "i 19 1




7173 WEST SAANICH RD.
BRENTWOOD BAY 6521141
Tho ProvInco ol BrlUah Columbia InvItoo applications for fundlno from 
Non-Profit Oro8Dl*atlono, Tourist Information Conlros, and Museums.
If your oraanlzallon provldoa young poopio with an opportunity to loam 
worthwhilo and markdtablo skills In a summer lob, you can now apply 
for funding. Wo will provide your organization with tho cost of wages and 
other project expenses. Joba may .start after May 1st, 1080. For complete 
details contact any Provincial Government Agent, Ministry of Labour 
Office, tho nearest B.C. Youth Employment Office or dial Oporator and 
ask for long distance Zenith 2210 toll froo.
deadline for APPLICATIONS: March lOlh. 1980
CAltNATION'7'
CANNED MIIk2 TINS
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2070 HENRY AVE. Warohouso or^ 
industrial premises of 54,000 sq. H. 
with 3,200 sq. ft. building for rent or 
for sole. Contact Gardner Reolty Ltd. 
385-774.1. Mr. Gardner. 0
Sidney
HOUSE TO RENT unfurnished. March 
31, Ardmore area, beautiful con* 
ditlon, 4 bdrms. stove, fridge, dish* 
washer and drapes $600 per month. 
References required. 656*4073. 8
Let one of Sidney’s better 
builders, build your new 
home on a 50’ x 120’ lot 
that is close to all con­
veniences & easy walking 
distance to town. 3 plans to 
choose from & many op­
tions.
DEEP COVE
Two lots, side by side, 3/4 
and 1 acre. Treed, south 
slope, from $26,500.
Vi acre treed lot in North 
Saanich. Slopes away from 
the road. Water fully paid 
for. $27,500.
Vz acre treed lot on Curteis 





Almost 4 acres level, 
cleared, water, sewer, good 
highway exposure, lowest 




This home has thermal 
windows, heatilator 
fireplace and well in­
sulated. Three bedroom, 
large Living room, Kit­
chen with eating area. 





2444 Beacon Ave. 
Sidney, B.C. 656-1154 
M.L.S. REALTORS
QUIET RESPONSIBLE, non imoking 
odult to' share modern home In 
Sidney. $150. month. 656*6620. 0
TWO BEDROOM DUPLEX, fridge, and 
stove. Moat and light included. No 
pets. Must have reference. $350 per 








FAMILY GARAGE SALE. Sat. S Sun. 10 
a.m. to 4 p.m. 2027 Melville Drive. 
Sidney. Toys, sporting goods, fishing 
gear. Many mlsc. items. Clothing all 
sires. Don't miss this onol 8
DRILLING AND BLASTING contract for 
large tank drill. Prefer lengthy 
contract. Roycro Contracting Ltd., 
Box ISl.Slocon, B.C. VOG2CO. 8 
Phone 355-2294. :
RECORD*A*CALL Telephone an­
swering system for Rent*Leaso or 
purchase. See JJ Record Centro, 
Sidney, 656-7522, 2405 Beacon Ave. 0
: S i AGENCIES-^ :
2481 Beacon 656-3951 
REAL'ESTATE I 
; INSURANCE.::.
PRICED AT $47,900 
Small older one bedroom, 
no step home, situated in 
Sidney. Large garage or 
workshop in yard. A must 





10408 - Resthaven Drive 
A surprise awaits you when 
you view the interior of this 
spacious home that is 
quality - plus. Floor to open 
cedar ceiling rock fireplace 
separates roomy living & 
dining rooms, the one 
bedroom in-law suite also 
has an attractive fireplace. 
Can be purchased either 
separately, or with an 
adjacent building lot with 
access from Golinwood. 
MLS.
WAIKIKI • one bdrm. suito for ronl. 
Tastefully furnished, good location, 
reosonoble rote. Adults Mrs. J.M. 
Burnell. /4'306 • 444 West 49lh Ave., 









IV73 WA8CO BBS Motor Grodor. 8V 
71GM. 250 h.p., big rubber, sno­
wing. low hours • Quesnol - $42,000. 
1975 CAT DOK, ripper, angle blade or 
V-blade, 60% U/C, fully enclosed cob 
• Prince George • $93,500.
1974 98B ROPS cob WELDCO grapple, 
good rubber, going through shop • 
Vancouver • $67,500.
1973 MOUNTAIN LOGGER skidder, 
four to choose from, oil low hours, 
excollenl condition • Vancouver, 
Kamloops, Cranbrook • $34,500 each.
* 1973 CAT 966C c/w WELDCO grappel 
noor new G.P. bucket, 23.5 5x2580% 
tires. Tube-Lok ROPS. mochino 
presently inspected • Vancouver - 
$72,000.
Phone 324-2446 or 853*0950. 8
IF YOU ARE THINKING of selling your 
waterfront property In Sidney but 
dpn't wont to move, call us at 383- 
4263. We are transferred East ond 
will buy now but won't need oc- 
cuponcy tor a few years. 9
opposes 
fee increase
WANTED BEDSiniNG ROOM for part- 
time ten ont renting on monthly 
basis. Quiet gentleman. Urgent. Cali 
collect 537*5668 after 6 p.m. or reply 
to Box K, c/o Sidney Review. 8
BUS. FIESOmS
TYPING SERVICES. Fast efficient 
reasonable. 652-3663 . 3
TAX RETURNS PREPARED AT your 
address. $5 up. 652-1534 after 5 p.m.
8
10,000 sq. ft. $2.50 sq. ft. 









Receptionist with typing 
and shorthand skills and 
some bookkeeping 
knowledge required by 
Sidney company. Hours | 
8 a.m. - 1 p.m. Salary 
commensurate with 
experience. Please reply 
to Box 2608, Sidney, 
B.C.,V8L4CL. tf
1.000.000 SQUARE FEET Beautiful 
Fiberglass Ponels, special volume 
prices to everyone.
Panels for: greenhouses, roofing, 
siding, patios, additions, leisure 
homes, boms, storage buildings, 
fences. Chinoboard for: cow parlors, 
meat and food production, hygienic 
areas. 101 uses.
Phone now for best selection. 
NUFAB, 530-6201. 22470 Fraser Hlgh- 
woy. Lonaloy. B.C. V3A4P6. 8
PROBLEMS WITH CLEANING? We do 
bottoms of boots, concrete patios, 
landings, floors in borns, ond 
garages etc., etc., For information 
phone 656*0096. We also sand-blast & 
repaint your boot. * 11
Sidney council has not 
voted to hold the general 
admission fee at the 
Panorama Leisure Centre 
to $1, despite a story in 
another paper last week 
which said peninsula 
residents “were saved from 
a 25-cent increase in the 
cost of admission’’ to the 
recreation centre when 
council turned down a 
recommendation from Aid. 
Daryl Ashby calling for an 
increase from $1 to $1.25.
mission fee, but never acted 
on anything.
Logan also added the 
recreation commission does 
not need council’s approval 
to increase or decrease 
admission costs to the 
centre.
HAVE YOUR RESUME sent to hun- 
dreds of companies seeking em­
ployees for high paying jobs in 
Northern Canada. Send setf- 
oddressed envelope for detoils. 
WESTERN RESUME, Box 46139, Station 
G, Vancouver V6S 4G5. 8
FOR SALE: hand mode Yomoho GC- 
60 classical guitar. New cost in 
excess of $400. Asking $300. Phone 
652-4752. tf
HA5SELBLAD, OLYMPUS, VIVITAR, 
Ricoh, Beseler, Elmo, Tamron, Silk, 
More. Writ© for prices. Wo; have 
stock. Wilf's Photo Centre, Terminal 
Pork, North Nonoimo. B.C. V9SSYS. 6
MISS, mm FSESSmS
The fact is that council 
never voted' on the motion 
to increase the cost of 
admission because no 
motion was ever made, • 
Sidney town hall ad­
ministrator Geoff Logan 
said Monday. Logan said 
council merely discussed a 
proposal to raise the ad-
The issue first came up 
when Aid. Ashby made his 
recreation commission 
report to council and 
commented the commission 





: OPPORTUNITY IS 
'/'"KNpCKINGv 
Small lucrative business for 
sale. Low investment. Well 
established. ^ Exceptional
potential for future 
: development. For more 
detailed information Call us 
'-■howi'
NOSTEPS?!:?:;:':/;;:;''^
Built in 1972 this 2 bedroom 
bungalow was designed for 
those wanting maximum 
comfort with minimum 
effort. The in-live Living 
and Dining Room overlook 
the rear yard. I'/i baths. 
Utility 'robni. Separate 
Garage. Located only 2 
blocks north of Beacon
;:::;PNLYpNE,LEFT'/' 
Strata S duplex lot with 
Rouble : ' services. ; Payed 
streets / and curbs . i Almost 
10,0(^^Sq/ft/; level, partial 
seaview. Priced at $35,500: 
M.L.S.
MARYLAND AREA 
Another top quality home 
at 9565 Northlawn Terrace, 
and hear you’ll find an 
attractive, bungalow type 
residence that has 3 
bedrooms, separate dining 
room, full basement with 
large rec room, and a 
delightful 69’xl70’ lot. 
Have a peek then phone me 
, for ah appointment to view.
BILLRATGLIFFE-:;//■■
^/:/;./-/^:;656-4517.'.:/.■\:^/
FAMILY REQUIRES 3 OR 4 BEDROOM 
house for April 1 or sooner. Period of 
1 yr. or less. Prefer Sidney/N. 
Saanich area. 656*1708. tf
QUICT MATURE . MAN without pets 
requires two or three-room 
housekeeping suite in the Sidney 
area, os soon os possible. 656-7725 
Res. 50-tf
NEEDLECRAFT opportunity, bo 
creotive, earn extra income 
demonstrating needlecroft. Our 
beautiful kits ore fun to demonstrate 
and easy to soli. Free hostess gifts 
and no deliveries. For more in- 
forrhotion colt'Sheryl at 476-4838. 8
RUBBAGE. GARBAGE HAULED.
Basement and clean*up jobs. Phone 
‘•52-4035. 37-tf
HUMMEL FIGURES ond plates; Royal 
Dolton Figures and Toby Jugs olsr/ ' 
.Milltorio Swords, Bayonets. Bodges f 
and Medals.'383-0405; 386*0911. 18-tf •
INCORPORATE) $200 plus filing fees. 
Incorporate yourself • fast • over the 
telephone. Our forms and typing 
services are lawyer approved. CdM 
Sett Counsel Services toll free 112- 
800-663-3035. Chorgex and 
Mosterchorae ODOroved. 'IT-tf
SIDNEY — Bachelor $245-$275. one 
bedroom and den $360-$380. One 
bedroom den and loft $400-$410. 2 
bedroom $395, 2 bedroom and loft. 
.$460. Includes: wall • wall, drapes, 
/hot water, coble, parking. Near 
shopping, bus, schools. Children 
accepted, no pets. 656-3060. - 50tf
LADIES AND GbNTLEA^EN, part one 
full time help needed in Sidney and 
Brentwood. Area. Earn above 
overage wages. Phone 478-9566 . 24- 
tf, ■
WANTED: Soiling dinghy with mam 
and jib. Phone652-4752. tf
WANTED HIGH chair good condition. 
656-2944. 8
THE CORPORATION
LOCAL CONTRACTOR REQUIRES 500* 
1,000 sq. ft. of shop area in North or 
Centro! Saanich. 656-1708. tf
OF THE DISTRICT 
OF CENTRAL SAANICH 
1903 Mount Newton / 
Cross Rood
: Soonichton, B.C. VOS IMO
HOMS SERVICES 
EOUIFMEHT FOR SALl
DIVORCEI $100 + filing fees. We 
prepare your divorce papers over the 
phone — fast. For more information 
call THE LAW SHOPPE of JACK D. 
JAMES, M.B.A., LLB, toll-free 112- 
800-663*3035 (in Voncouver area coll 
687-2442). Chorgex and Master- 
charge welcomed. 38*tf
" TWO QUIET GIRLS looking for one to 
two bedroom suite for Morch 1. 656- 
7537, phone after6 p.m. ■ 9
FIRE PREVENTION- 
MAINTENANCE PERSON 
1980 Salary Schedule $1,575 to $1,827 
/'PerMonth."-: V
ra BLOCiC 
^ BROS.NO STEP3 Br: home on '/z acre end 
^ n- , , , of cul-du-sac.'Quiet electric
Ave. Trul^lovdy home. Large kitchen with WATERFRONT
$64,000 ggjj^g Large L.R. PROPERTIES
V fvre rsrz Fireplace. Lots of parking. One Vi acre parcel with well
r* , ‘;^3=0FR00M tank already
Cute 2 bedroom Dungalow 3BEDROOMS installed. Excellent views,
; on a big I^IW foot lot. immaculate home, living asking $70,000. Two Vz
parcels, municipal
inside wall. Dining; room,
Thwes a>big living room, kitchen with eating area.
/ bath, anf briglu kitchen. Bath &
Just over 1 block off basement sundeck, land­
scaped, 6 yr. old. Within 
walking distance to 
downtown Sidney $68,500.
SUNNY TWO-BEDROOM HOUSE in 
/Centralj- Sooriich ‘Mt; Newton area 
needed on or before April 1 by non^ 
smoking Christian couple, would 
enjoy smoll gorden and flre-plbce, 
willing to: do \minor - repoirs and 
painting, references .available. 
Please call S. Wilson 387-1879 week­
days, 9 - 4 p.m., 477-7930 after 6 p.m.
^"'lO.
Tiic';
BEDSITTINC ROOM FOR PART-TIME 
tenant renting on monthly basis. 
Quet gentleman. Urgent. Call collect 
537-5688 after 6 p.m. or reply to Box 
K, c /o Sidney Review. 8
AppUcoHofis * are Invited ' for the 
position of' FIRE.JfREV^TION-^ 
MAlNTENAHC$^ja^^§^/AppjIcanti: 
must be knovd^{^^abU5 1^ fire. 
prevention pro£cdure,/'an<d copoble 
; of fire equipment matntehanM. Hand" 
wriffen apllcetlons will be'received 
by the undersigned, at the Municipal 
OHice; until 4:00 P.M. on Friday, 
February 29. 1980. [Job description 
avoilable upon request].: ’
1 G.L. Wheeler 
G.L. WHEELER 
Assistant Administrator




; largest /one - stop 
J'.qiiiimicnl Rental, Yard on 
tlic Saanich / Pcniiiisiila:; 
Aui liorized ' dealer / lor 
/ l O RQ. / LA W N ik)Y ' ank 
/SNA Pin/R .■>/:/;////'////'/'/■/'/■ 
:We repair all makes.
■ Reel Mower Specialist^
TRYING TO LOCATE o young man; 
born February 17, 1957. Believed to 
have taken Administration course in 
regional college. Information: Coll 
Lynn (792-1128 (collect). 87
SA AN. PENINSULA GUIDANCE
ASSOCIATION services V for the 
family, individual, marriage and 






The world view of Dr. 
W.C. Tan, professor at 
Pearson College, is a 
highlight of the first annual 
meeting of Victoria 
Ecumenical Action, to be 
held 7:30 p.m. Feb. 28 at 
St. Andrew’s Presbyterian 
Kirk Hall, 680 Courtney 
Street. The public is invited 
to attend.
MUSISAl lETRUMRHTS
lEAPy YEAR aEARAKCE on usbd
organs ond piano. See our display od 












LAW CENTRE — LEGAL AID CLINIC, 
-Mondays, , 1:45 -fo 4:30 pVm. 
Appointments only. Phono 656a247. 
30-tl'.
ARDMORE LOT 
Treed 1 acre lot on Jura Rd. 
This makes an ideal holding 
property as the road has not 
yet been developed. MLS,
Our inventory of available 
properties Is low due lo the 
increase in market activity, 
If you are considering 
.selling your home or lot 
give us a call.
JOHN BRUCE
656-6151 656-2023
Sidney Really Ltd. 
656-3928.
SIDNEY ACHE 
Centrally ideated, . fully 
serviced. Zonctl- for 15 
townliousc or apartment 
m\H, Phone 47^!8QQ, tf





Make an offer on this 
charming 3 bedroom no- 
step home located in 
beautiful Dean Park estates 
- spacious living room 
W/heatolator fireplace, 
ample storage, and many 
other fine features in­
cluding a very attractive low 
interest mortgage make this 
a home you should sec, For 
an appointment to view call 
me now.
656-4000
LARRY PRUDEN 1 
Saanleli Peninsula 
Progicriks Lid.
2354 Beacon Ave 
'■/ ■' Sidney .. ■
Building lot in Sidney, over 
15,000 sq. ft,, some 
waterview, 2 car garage and 




$t0,000 CASH prlvoto party wonts 
small oereogo, fertilo land. 658-5739. 
(8) .
SMALL TO MEDIUM house with large 
lot In Pot Boy or Deep Cove area. 386- 
0723. (8)
EXCITING FUTURE for self-starting
advertising manager on one of B.C.'s 
rapidly expanding community 
newspapers near the Lower 
Mainland. Excellent- working con­
ditions. Close to North America's 
finest ski areas and championship 
golf course. Generous salary ond 
commission progrom. Write Claude 
Hoodspith, 1422 Pemberton Ave;, 
North Vancouver, B.C; V7P 2S1. 
Phone 980-7531. 11
All' horizccl





MOST PHASES al gardening and 
Iciiulsiaping ■ also gardon dusiqi' 
Call Charlns Vaulrin, 656.159 5 cillor 5 
p in: 10 II
PHARMACIST required In boaullful 
Interior communlly. Location modern 
Western Drug Mori In Mall. Excellent 
opportunities. Partnership con­
sidered. Send resumes loi M, Pollol, 




CHICKS - brown egg layers, white 
leghorns, white rocks, order early 
ship anywhere. Napier Chick Solos, 
6743 • 216lh St.; Box 59, Milner, B.C. 
vox 1T0, 534-7222. If
FORBES — dn Soonleh Peninsula 
Hospital, on February 16. 1980, Mrs. 
Alice Margaret Forbes, Bom In Scotch 
Boy, Manitoba. She leaves her loving 
husband. Dove: sons, Len, Winnipeg, 
Mon., Ion, Sornlo, Ont., and Dove, 
Colwood, B.C., daughters, Mary 
Price, Sidney, B.C., and Ruby 
Cochrane, Horse Fly. B.C.
Service in the Sonds Funeral Chapel 
of Hoolhor, 317 ' Goldstroom
Avenue, Colwood, B.C., on Tuesday 
February 19, 1980 ot 1;00 p.m. Elder 
Kenneth W Saorgeont offlciollng. 
Informont at Hatley Memorial 
Gardens.
.ursm GARDEN SERVICEi Pruning. Bruno 
Von Schuckmonn. 656-1990. 30 ti
SWIM COACH NEEDED lor nearly 
formed summer swim club , on the 
Peninsula. Morning ond afternoon 
practices. References required. 
Phone 656-6314 or 656-6387 evenings.
9
JUST ME
;Owner Wilf Dorman gives 
personal attention to all; 
orders. Phone 656-4754
TOY POODLE PUPPIES — one tamale 
cream, one mole apricot, excellent 
. blood iines, CKC roghtored. with first 
shots. $150. 384-9931 Victoria. B-
WHEN YOU WANT to win every 
Haller Class or performance class, 
you'll contact Holder's Quorter Morse 
Ranch, Box 562, Burns Lake, B.C. VOJ 
1EO. Phone 692-3722. Free delivery. 8
WILL DO HOUSEKEEPING, weekdays. 
Breniwood Boy orng, 652-3067.0
SPRING CLEANING, $3,00 per 'hour'.
652-2904, tl
WAITEH/WAITRESS required lor 









louih'Wesf sunny exposure witn
quiet setluilon, but not Isolnletl...
(lose Id worm beach swimming and 
good fishing — very well bull! and 
cored lor home |wil seven yenrs old 
with foojed sun porch — t bdi mi, 
3 bolhrms.', den, lomlly room with 
brick llreplote, retreollon room, 






, T.t. Mono •Asset.
S9B5144
It
I.UHIWOOD .AREA; ,! l>"-»
looking lor 0 rellremenl heme In your 
oreo up to 1100,000. furthaiers 
would consider renllnB JMftk I®' ** 




Beautiful .9 acre wooden 
properly south-west sunny 
exposure with quiet 
seclusion, but not isolated
— close to warm beach 
swimming and good fisliing
— very well built and cared 
for home just seven years 
old •— wiilt roofed sun 
porch — 4 bdrms, 2 
bathrooms, den, family 
room with brick fireplace, 
recreation room, double 














74x120 Ft. lot. 
Fireplace in Livingroom, 
eating urea In Kitchen plus 
L-slinpc diningroom. 
Large sunny stindcck, 
Developed basement wiili 
4tit bedroom or den. 3 pc. 
bath. Workshop, and 
large rcc. room. Nicely 
landscaped & fenced. 
Large patio with sunny 






WANTED, RETIRED PERSON, as 
gardnoi/Handyman lor commerciol 
oclabllshmorit, rlnxlbto hours. Phono 
656-4184 otter 7 p.m, B
QUALIFIED GARDENER, with 
recomtpendolloni, one doy o week. 
Reply loBox L.'' ' , B
PERSON TO TUTOR gr. 7 girl lii molli. 
Weller Ave. oriio, Phone 656-5276. B
DOORS I B.C.'t Lowest Prices I Pre­
hung Interior, $19,90; solid exterior 
pro-hung, $59; panelled doors, $39: 
closet bl-folds," $13,90; deadbolt 
locks, $9,90, Canada's largest 
lolocllon. Write or phono for lurlhor 
inlormollon, Wolhor Door Ltd,, 1366 
S.W. Morlne Dr,, Vancouver V6P SZ9 
(phone 266-7211) or 1509 Gordon 
Ave,, North Vancouver V7P 3A5 
(phone 9(15'97t4) if
AUCTION SALE SUNDAY MARCH 2nil.
1 p.m. 4'/, miles south ol Quesnel, 
Highway 97 . 35 buggies, cutters, 
sleighs. From Gaspe Peninsulo. Joe 
Work Auctions. Phone 747-1B94. B
MATCHED TEAM, SORREL OELDINOS,
1750 pounds. Gentle, sound, ages 9 
e,/ll. $3,500, Phono 465-4476 alter 
iv-m. or 462-B167 before B o.m.; or 
write Box 370. Maple Ridge, B.C. V3X 
BK9. 9
...................ii»iiiii...rii'i......
MCARTHUR: At Langley Memorial 
Hospital, B.C. on February 16lh, 1980. 
Mrs, Maxine Shirley McArthur, ago 
S3, late rosldonco, 334B3 Pandora 
Ave Cleorbrook, B.C. She leovos her 
loving husband, Malcolm, 6 sons, 
Malcolm, Howard, Garry, Nell, Alex 
and Ion; daughters, Doris and 
Dorleno; 13 grond-chlldren. brothers, 
Howard and Cordon and sisters, 
Cecilia, Marguerite, Florence. Poorl 
ondTudy.
Service In tho Sand Chapel ol Roses, 
9fi3B Fourth St., Sidney, B.C. on 
Thursday Fobruoty 21st, 1980 ol 2:00 
P.M, Rev. R.H. Rroll oniclQlIng, 
Flowers gratefully declined. Those so 
desiring may conirlbule to the 
Canadian Cancer Society, 857 
Caledonia Avenue, Victoria B.C. 
SANDS—SIDNEY.
Ashby said there was 
“just reason” for the 
increase because there 
hasn’t been an increase in 
general admission rates 
since the centre opened. “It 
will offset increased ex­
penses in the administration 
of the centre,” he said.
However, Aid. Ross 
Martin, a former director 
on the commission, said he 
was hot in favour of an 
increase because the “going 
rate” at other rec centres is 
still $1.
“L prefer to see the user 
rate kept down,” said 
Martin, “and revenue 
increased in other ways.” 
He added he hoped the 
increase would only affect 
adult rates and not children 
or senior citizens. :/
Ashby replied that there 
has been some discussion of 
increase in rental rates for 
the arena, but not in other 
/rates.'./ '■ /;■////.'-
Aid. Howard Nbrquay 
commeiited the 25-cent 
/ increase would bring Sidney 
- in / line / with Qak. Bay/s / 
recreatioii centre; / // ^ { 
However,/ both Mayor 
Norma Sealey and Martin 
said they would prefer to 
see an increase in volume 
rather than an increase in 
rates.
Sealey suggested an 
increase in rates might cut 
down the volume, while 
Martin said a decrease in 
volume would then affect 
“ancillary services” such as 
the canteen — which relies 
on the number of users.
Sealey agreed, com­
menting that Sidney should 
not be in a position of 
chasing someone else’s 
rates, “We have to justify 
our own rates.”
Martin concluded the 
philo,sophy of the com­
mission had been to keep 
rates as low as possible, and 
he hoped: the commission 
will not be pressured into 
changing that philosophy.





Again available lor 
Sidnify and surrounding 
district, aiKid Work­
manship at t'easonablc 
prices.-
Also excellent crews 




FIREWOODS - cut lo order. Cedor 
tmtli ond rolla, Select tree lolling, 
Phono656-4213, ' it'
mm EVENTS
SPEEDY GARDEN SERVICE. Ouod 
lolioble work, Ploote roll tiller 4 p.in, 
656 6859, i|
NO JOB TO SMALL. Young curponter 
willing to do lencui, •undin.kt, 
ronovolloin, pointing ole, All work 





Live on one side, rent the 
other. Each unit has 3 
bedrooms, Sundccks off 
masicibcdrooms. Partial 
Inucments with storage 
and utility rooms. Fully 
fenced, Kcparuie back 
yards, nicely landscaped. 
Car ports & storage shed, 
Good assumable mor* 




OLITTIRS RENEWED. Coritlnuoui 
»oomle»» oliimlnum guiien ond 
(kiwnpipoa. Olde Country Irodeiimor., 
Peniloneri diKounl. Nooniwer alter 
.l;30p,m, 478-3798. 9
Tho Munitipollly of North Soonleh on 
lower Vancouver Itlond require! o 
DltiK.lor ol tnglneerlng Service! 
Imntedlolely,
Dude! Involve rnipanalblllly lor (he 
co-Otdlnodon of oil oulilde work! 
ond aervlcei which Include a nmoll 
woler dlilrlbutlon lyilom, inwogo 
tollecllon lyKem, Copltol Work! 
program! ond oil Municipally owned 
building! ond londi,
I.1u|l«« will aliu Include (hoio cd 
Subdivialon Approving Otilcer or 
Aiilitont Approving Olflcer, and 
llulion wtih rounlerptirlt In oilier 
goveinmenl ogenclei.
-Experience In the Municipal field 
oLiendol. Till! Ii o poaldon (or a 
auilably quolilled lechnlrlon but 
Proliiiilonol Engineer! or ilmllorly 
quolilled per«on! ore olio (nvllerj lo 
oppty.
Solory nogolloblo In (he HO,000 to 
S25,(X)0 per orinum range tom- 
moniuinie wllli (|u(i|||lcallani and 
experience, Uiuol Munlcl(xil fringe 
tienelKi Included.
Apply In wdling before Morch 3rd to;





WORKABII COLD sTluii!; •“cejeTy
royally term! onywhere,' 
. Experienced. Hove ownn.C., Yui
equlpmfiil, Diop phone number or 
write fl^/x 406, Llllooet. B.C, VOK I VO,
10 f ___ ._______ ; ____
CARI»7fo lOWIED lIRVICI FOR SAll
VICTORIA'S EINOll HAPnNINO 
Donee Soturdoy, Feb. 23 at Leonardo 
Do Vinci Centre, 195 Boy Street, 9-1 
o.m. Deiigned lor ogei 25 lo 55, 
Admliilon by dckel only, Ticket! ol 
Hlllilde Moll Box Olllce, Phone 474- 
: ?610,382-5619,595.52BI, 0
iWiHii
wlih/mtulpmonl, H plole and good 
runqjhg iTghli, Good potundt- ------- ol for ■
oxpondon. Apply Box 4016 Oueinel 
B.C, V2J 3G1, Phone 992-7175 or 992- 
5fd0, 8
DANCE AT McMORRAN'E Seovlew
Room.’Virldoy Feb, 22, 1980, Dancing 
9 • tipdjo.m. Drei! Informal, floor 
ihqu,;' Reierve nowl Ticket! 
gx/illoble ot Hlllilde Moll, Phone 479- 
;'7t95 lor reiervodoni and In. 
lormollon, 0,
FLOWER AND GIFT SHOP. Excellent
lotoilon In expanding communlly ol 
Houiton, FTD ond LIFC memberihip, 
Current llnonclol ilolornenli 
available, Ruilneii eilobllihed 6 
yenri Phone 845-2324 (dnyi) or B45- 
7328 oiler 6. Box 222, Houiton, B.C, 
VOJ tZO. 0
CENTRAL SAANICH RATEPAYERS
Aiiocloilon will meet In the llbrory, 
Soonlchlott Elemenlory School, 1649 
Mount Newton Croii Rd. at 8 p.m, 
Wedneidoy, Feb. 27, 1980, Mn, Loll 
Wolih, Choirmon ol the School Board 
and o panel ol expert! will dlicuii 
"School Progromi, School Budget and 
VourToxei", o
CKHTliriaEKI
FULLY EQUIPPED HOG OPERATION 
— UiO cx rei, newborn, lomlly homo. 
Price $500,000, Stephen Der, Olrki 
Realty Lid., Box 1700, Salmon Arm, 
n.C. VOE2TO, Phone 832-7111. B
ANNOUNCEMENTS
SAVE ON MIATtNO COSTI Cuilom 
mode olumlnum Inilde ond outihie 
norm window! mode and inilnlled nl 
HHiwnuble prk»», Tie* eilimolei, 





12x12 red rug, 
2193.
fridge • Hove. 656-
1!>
77 CHEF ClfiyiNi 'g mn pickup, P.0, 
ond P,S. 30,000 mllei, S5,900, 656. 
5.4 73. ... ....8
OVER the"' HOOD ioADRUNNIR
lumper, ilove fridge, complete with
lack!. SI,000or beiioiler. 652-2984,
SCREEN PRINTING huilnei lor lolt- In 
Vellowknlle, N-W T. Thli comfxtny li 
the mo|ar luppller lo relolien of 
northern deiigned ond printed T- 
ihifli etc,, in Yellowknife, Hoy River, 
Inuvik ond Fort Smilh, The lole will 
include oil Nonhweil Teirltortei, 
tapy-rlghli ond praduedon equip­
ment, Ihebudding and property ii In 
downtown Vellowknlle ond under 
lenie, Troniler of leoie to be 
arranged. Serloui Inquirlei only, 
Pleaie write; 5, Wiilla(e, 'c/a 303-S01 
Hnge St , Whilehnrie Yukon VIA 
IW3. 0
GOLD BAR WINNER ol Ihe Sidney and 
Peniniuto Klwonli woi Doug Long ol 
Voncouver, B.C, We wlih lo Ihonk oil 
people who porllclfxiied, Fundi will 











del POOL tAlll, good liiope plui
rill*! tvnll* «i,' TWO f,is7 (I'r.n^
live. B
BUDGIE CAGE, IXCIIUNT condition,
S38.00, Including exlrai, 656-1655 
of1er6|n_m_____ b
bTack" " ........
1973 O.M.C. WINDOW VAN 4. Ton 
Chniil! . .107 Fn-ilnn A.klnfl 
WdkHTOORSS'gaTf, 6.56-1313. 8
BOATS FO?IAi?~'~’ ”
6AAKE MONEY In your ipoie time, 
leorii Income Tax Preparation, For 
Ire# brtHhure, no obllgollon, writ#
liee Tnx Srhnftl, 1141 Pnmhlnn High,
FRANCINE t JON lUtIR ■ FAMIIV
ol Dartmouth, N-S. would like lo 
thank their relollvai and frlendi lor 
their very kind lelleri • (ordi • 
expreiiioni ol lympoiliy In the 
rxtiilng ol Iheir ion Chrliiopher. 




ORMT ICE SRATtt xlie 6
nearly new, 656-5695, |
1971 FIBRifORM 24 loo) c^in cruller 
m 1976 Fncy,|on,f imit,r. Write In 
Earn Pullano, Box 32. New Moiellon, 
8,C.yOJ3jO, PI,on,043 931)9, B
HIGH VOLUME OINIRAL ItORR.
located In growing Interior town, 
Prime highway Irnntage, Great 
money maker. Ideal lomlly or por- 
liieiitup lel.up, Ptiune 375.2445. 8
FOUND Mole kitten, nboul 7 
monihx old, Grey and block with a 
wlille fare, lummy nnd pnwl, Henry 

















7883 • 7fh Sln>»l 
Licensed Plumber 
BIU JONES











All types of brick and block work, 
new fireplaces or repolr your old 





•22, years plumbing 
experience in B.C. 















Hour or by Contract. 
















10410 ALL BAY RD.







“Big or small 
we will do them all”






























. iRegular Hours ;





Renovations - Concrete 










1864 John Rd. 
656-2691
Quick -■ TIriy — EKiclanI
ROOFING
SAM "The” Roofer!









Car & House openups
Phone 636-8211
BLUE ARMY







I SIDNEY BUILDER I 
I Now specializing in j 
I finishing carpentry, i 
I cabinets and bullt-ins, j 
j rumpus rooms, repairs, I 
I ndtiitions — no job too |
I small. j
I Kenovnle and Save ■
' FREE ESTIMATES • 
Call 656-4915 J
ROY’S ALLBAY MARINE SERVICES LTD. 
10134 McDonald Park Rd.
656-7023
[I'ESMfflBi mSrIhiiTir
FACTORY AUTHORIZED REPAIR SHOP 
O.M.C. .STERN DRIVE - JOHNSON AND 
EVINRUDE OUTBOARDS. MERCRUISER 
STERN DRIVE.



















A & B BOAT TOPS















Fence Posts, Digging, 50 
















WHY NOT TRY THE AFFORDABLE 
BEST?
ACCOUNTANT
F.R. ANDERSEN R.I.A. 





•Smoll Businnss Accounts l4-tf
BLUE ARMY






















BACK FILLING — LOADING 
SEPTIC TANKS 
FILTER BEDS 
SEWER STORM DRAINS 
WATER LINES





























and Tractor Service 
Rotovating & Levelling 

























Corpet & Upholstery Cleaning
Through Steam Extroctlon 













COMPLETE BOILER REPAIRS 
FABRICATING a WELDING 
GOVERNMENT APPROVED 
24 HOUR SERVICE 
P.J. HYLAND


















Govorrvmonl csrlilled lochnlclan 
with 35 year* experlenco In 






To Leather & Suede 












Marina; Auto & Sdlaty Glotft;.
rr.































Carpentry, Plumbing, Electrical 






































Duct work’, Chimncy.s, 


















9812 ■ 4ih Si. , Sidney
By
HELEN LANG
Last week when writing about the use of pesticides in 
the home garden, I neglected to mention something of 
great importance — the timing of “application”.
To protect foraging bees, it is suggested that spraying 
be done either early in the morning or in the evening, 
when bees have returned to the hives. 1 prefer the 
evening, because it gives a longer period for the 
dangerous qualities of the spray to dissipate, before the 
bees return.
Most sprays should never be applied to plants in 
blossom. You apply the spray cither at the “pink bud” 
stage, or at “petal fall” on things like fruit, or or­
namental trees... that way pollination may be carried 
out without killing those most necessary little creatures.
Timing is also important when you come to harvest 
edible fruits and vegetables, i.e., days between spraying, 
and harvesting. Every pesticide beetle, by law, must list 
the minimum number of days between application and 
harvest.
For example if you spray your cherry tree with 
diazinon, it is not safe to eatthefruit for lOdays, and if. 
you use it on pear trees then you cannot safely taste 
those lovely pe^s for 14 days. It takes 20 days for 
peaches, 10 for spinach, and so on, so please read your 
labels.
One last warning: when you are buying commercially 
produced fruit and vegetables from the store, do take it 
home and wash it before eating.
Plain old water tvill at least dilute any pesticide that 
may remain on the skin. Things like cabbage and lettuce 
should have the outside leaves removed as well as - 
washing them. Apples, pears, peaches may be peeled. I 
hate this idea,* since many vegetables, we are told, have a 
lower vitamin content if ; you remove the peeling 
(potatoes, for example)
However, one story told us by tbe lecturer at a 
pesticide course, really scared me. Evidently, a potato 
grower on the peninsula used an insecticide; called 
“Temic” to control mites and sucking insects. This 
pesticide is so hazardoiis, its use in this province is 
restricted to licenced pest control services; or certified' 
pesticide applicators, and as it has a “long life”; the; i 
fanner was asked not to haryest the potatoes unfil theyC 
had been examined by the department of agriculture.
When the man from the department arrived at the 
fields, he found the potatoes had already been har­
vested. He went to the storage sheds, hoping to find the 
crop there, but no such luck.;, they had already been' 
shipped.
-He went back to the fields, and picked up a.few small 
^jpotatoes that had been left, and upon; toting them ; 
found the Temic still lingered in toxic quantity.
Fining the farmer would not bring back the potatoes, 
of course. Makes you nervous, doesn’t it?
The home gardener has an opportunity to test a great 
many of the organic controls, which the farmer, because 
he relies on his crops foj his livdihood, dare not try.
Planting garlic in the vegetable garden seems to show 
promise. Coffee grounds around the rows of carrots, I 
found to be miraculously successful.
Moth crystals (in a pl^tic cottage cheese container) 
set under the Brussels sprouts, seemed to keep the 
aphids under control.
“Tagetes”, the small, very aromatic marigold, tilsp 
seems to drive the bugs away . '■ \
If any of you have found a miracle cure for some pest, 
in the garden please let me know, and I will pass it on.
Meanwhile the department of agriculture is at­
tempting to develop enough natural predators to control 
some of the pests in greenhouses. You possibly saw the 














Man'* • ludla* ■ Chlldrani
‘Allarollun* ‘Repair* 
Drape*












reUulldlna " •Hkou*l *y*l*.m», for 
Rleoiur*, ccimirttrUalandlHhlng 
656-5ft.«
PIANO TUNER & REPAIRS 




•ON SIGHT A SPECIALTY
• ADJUST A VOICE HAMMERS 
ACTION & SOUND SERVICE TO
PUBLIC-TEACHERS.
SCHOOL OF MUSIC, CLUBS & CHURCHES 
6950 WALLACE HR., BRENTWOOD BAY









Al*n Ho«(lna.Wllld*llv»f or>«ia 
Tlir«« ynrd* cil torei or grryval,
656-5671
On V.incouvcr 
InLuuI there Is a 






llm .’i.OR ShJ.i. Vdl,
PACIFIC
LOG HOMES LTD.
Iradilianol log llomn* with a 
dilleraiK*
4U3 Pol Bay Highway
, ui-nu ; .J^I
Notice To All 
llminessmen





Work is to start im­
mediately bn construction 
of u $1,2 million marine 
tcclmology centre in North 
Snanicli. The project, in the 
pinnning stage for some 
time, is going ahead with 
financial assistance from 
the fcdcrnl and provinclol 
governments.
Designed as an industrial 
malj with a camrius-llkc. 
enviroitment, the centre will 
be located on a 17-ncrc slic 
adjacent to tlic federal 
government's Inslitule of 
Ocean Sciences nt Pat rlcla 
Bay and will house con­
sultants and private 
companies engaged in 
various kinds of tnarinc 
fcscnrch nnd development.
Development and 
management of tho project 
will be the rcspoiwiblllty of 
the British Columbia 
Development Corporation 
which Is being leased the 
land rent-free by the federal 
government for ihe first 
five years of a long-term 
land lease.
A $1,2 million low- 
interest loan will be 
provided under the Camidu- 
British Columbln Industrial 
ilcvciopmcni .iubsldiufy 
agreement (IDSA). Funded 
by the department of 
regional economic ex­
pansion (DREb) and the 
B.C. mlnlstiy of Industry 
and small business 
devdopment, the IPSA 
loan provides for no in-
tcrest charges during the 
first two years, and an 
interest rate of one-half of 
chartered banks’ prime rate 
beginning in tlic third year.
Savings to the project as 
u rc.sult of tlicsc lo\V interest 
rates will amount to over 
$800,0(K), or the ctiuivalent 
of more than $2 per square 
foot per year (Tver the term 
ofihcloan.
Ah Immcdlnic start will 
be made bn servicing the; 
land nt the Patricia Boy site, 
followed by construction of 
a 35,(XX) square foot in­
dustrial building. Three 
additional buildings are 
planned for the centre when 
fully developed.
It l.s estimated that up to 
175 tochnlcttl and 
professional jobs will bo 
crcaicd and that eventually 
the centre could employ as 
many «s 300 people.
Priority will be given to 
private firms directly In­
volved in marine research 
and development and who 
employ n high percentage of 
professional and technical 
staff. The low interest loan , 
and generous land-lease 
terms made available by tlie 
fcdeial goYci nment will 
permit attractive rental 
rates to be offered to* 
tenants of the centre,
I he asentre provider an 
opporlunliy for jhe wcit 
coast industrial sector 10 
work in close proximity to 
seientisis and technicians •




















Ice cream puffs 
with chocolate sauce 
Beverage
m95
652-11462476 Mt. Newton X 
On Patricia Boy Htghwoy, 5 Miles From Ferry










16th - 29th February;::








A 29-year-old Sidney 
man has been awarded 
$191,000 in damages as a 
result of a traffic accident 
on the Malahat Highway 
last year.
However, the B.C. 
Supreme Court jury ruling 
on the case reduced the 
total by 20 per cent because 
Charles Arthur Fields was 
not wearing a seatbelt at the 
time.
The award — which 
favoured Fields and was 
against Russ G. Lloyd of 
Mill Bay —- came at the end 
of a four-day trial.
Fields was a passenger in 
a car travelling north on the 
Malahat near the split-rock 
lookout on Jan. 19, 1979, 
when Lloyd’s vehicle 
crossed the double solid 
centre line and collided 
head-on.
Fields suffered a 
depressed skull fracture and 
other injuries, including the 
loss of one finger.
The jury deliberated just 
over three hours, not in­
cluding an extensive 
readback of evidence.
Fields’ lawyer Ronald 
Maclsaac immediately 
asked Mr. Justice Hugh 
Legg to enter judgment, but 
this was opposed by George 
Kincaid of Vancouver — 
counsel for Lloyd -r- who 
said the jury’s award of 
$150,000 for future income 
loss was unreasonable rmd 
not in accord with the 
evidence. He added 
judgment should be entered 
for a lower amount.
Legg reserved his 
decision, saying he hoped to 





Corporation of Canada 
Ltd., Peterborough, an­
nounced Monday that 
Bruce and Fred Turner of 
Roys All Bay Marine, 
Sidney, have graduated as 
maister ; service technicians 
from the OMC training 
; centre. This is the highest 
;leyel ; of,achie 
recognized by OMC in theV; 
training of service per- 
soiinel.:';;'::^::':;:;'',.,;-;';^':;;;;''-''''''' 
V The master technician 
status can only be obtained 
by highly skilled Evinrude 
and Johnson mechanics 
who qualify to write the 
exam after five years of 
active technical in­
volvement within the 
marine industry.
Mr. and Mrs, C.H. Borden
Dinner^ open house
anniversary
Mr. and Mrs. C.H. 
Borden celebrated their 
50th wedding anniversary 
recently at a family dinner 
held in their honor at 
Brentwood Inn. The couple 
were married Feb. 12, 1930, 
in St. Mary’s Anglican 
Church, Saanichton, and 
are both from pioneer 
families.
Mrs. Borden was the 
former Janet Sherring and 
was born on Keating, 
approximately where Butler 
Bros. Store now stands. 
Her father, Hubert 
Sherring, was a fruit farmer 
at Keating who came to live 





Residents will have an opportunity to meet officials 
from the provincial government’s long Term care 
program March 25, noon in Sanscha Hall on Beacon 
Avenue, when Isabel Kelly, assistant deputy minister 
of health and Winfield Mott, program administrator, 
are guest speakers.
The program first introduced on Jan. 1, 1978, was 
created to make services available to people who want 
to live at home but need help to enable them to do so. 
It provides supplies, basic services and care with the 
emphasis on health needs, and co-ordinates many of 
the previously sepiarate services as well as improving 
the quality of services and facilities.
The community council which supports the long ■ 
term care program in the Capital Regional District is 
composed of a group of concerned citizens,;some of 
; whom represent y^ious ;-groups ;vsuclc as ; Silver; 
Threads, the Canadian Consumers’ Association, 
Handicapped Action, a number of;‘professional 
associations and many others who want tq ,see the long 
term care program succeed. > ;;;
Mrs. Jeannette McNamara, 480, Downey and a 
member of the council, says the meeting at Sanscha is 
basically to provide information for people on the 
; program.;.
Everyone is welcome to attend and ask questions, 
she says. The two-hour meeting is sponsored by the 
community council. Those wishing to stay for lunch 
(cost$l) should phone 479-1602.
Noble Borden, came from 
Nova Scotia in 1891 and 
settled at Lakehill, where in 
1939 Harry and Janet 
started Borden Mercantile.
Borden retired seven 
years ago and the store is 
run by the couple’s two 
sons, Charles and Bruce.
Mr. and Mrs. Borden 
also have two daughters - 
Roberta Jollymore and 
Velda Gilray, and 13 
grandchildren.
Preparations were made 
to entertain more than 100 
friends at an open house tea 
held at the Borden’s home, 





The Vancouver Island 
Recreation Council has 
decided to honour late 
Sidney alderman Peter 
Grant with a special 
memorial scholarship.
Grant, who was a 
consultant with the 
provincial recreation and 
fitness branch, died in a 
plane crash last September 
in northern Vancouver 
Island.
The council, in con­
junction with the Leisure 
Development Course 
Committee of the 
recreation and • fitness 
branch said the Peter Grant 
Memorial Scholarship will 
consist of $200 •
The award will allow the 
recipient to complete the 
first year of the leisure 
development course with all 
expenses paid.
The course is a three-year 
professional development 
program for recreation 
workers in B.C. It takes 
place at Cariboo College in 
Kamloops the second week 
of June each year.
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1 OUR OWN CURE
I SI 191 the lb.I SLAB
g Weight loss In cutting, boning and trimming will Increose the price9. per pound. ’
Island View Freezer Ltd.
7005 E. SAANICH RD. ^ 652-2411
Family Restaurant
812 VERDIER, BRENTWOOD BAY
For Chinese and Western Food
DINE IN - TAKE OUT 
OPIN DAILY at 11 Q.m.
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
7154 W. SAANICH RD.
BRENTWOOD












"THIS SPRAY PAINT IS VERY EASY TO APPLY."
Sumhine Secretarial Service
6S6-S64/ 2452 Beacon A v<?,
“FOR ALL YOUR TYPING NEEDS"
NORM PRIEStN
Desiqwe-E./&uiLD&fc
& I DM «.v,
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Gordon Armishaw was 
elected pre.sident of the 
North Saanich Anglican 
Men’s Club at the annual 
meeting held Feb. 14, and 
postponed from January on 
account of the .snow at that 
time. Norman Williams was 
elected first vice-president 
and Syd Penny second vice- 
president, As secretary - 
treasurer Joint Edwards 
succeeds George Glass, 
whose service in that 
capacity for the past eight 
years was acknowledged 
with applause,
Retiring president Art 
I'Ycelovc spoke of the past 
year with particular 
reference to the way in 
whicli 1 loly Trinity Church 
, men are Belting involved in 
the club — a process he 
noted with .satisfaction and 
hoped to see continued in 
the fuiure. And retiring 
treasurer George Glass told 
members the club was 
liappily ending the year 
solvent.
The new president 
proclaimed next month’s 
meeting "Prc.sidcnl's 
Day", with the breakfast 
"on him," There was no 
dissent. Still on the subject 
of costs, it Was decided that 
the membership fee should 
be doubled to $2 per an­
num.
I he "Dr. Ashley Night" 
which commemorates 
Archdeacon Arthur Ashley, 
a former assistant curnic of 
the parish and one of ihc 
fnimders rtf the Men's 
Club, will be held in April. 
Blshop-elcci Hioivel Jones 













HAM Shank End :; lb.'
FULLY COOKED- SLICED
HAM steak:; .;:..


























































B.C. No. l Gom
POTATOES
California No. 1
CELERY K
10..79' 
39*each
